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P-Fac passes
contract with
wide approval
By Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor

Columbia students Patrick Buss and Janelle Sangone enjoy smoking in Columbia's 'fishbowl ' in the Alexandroff Campus Center,
600 S . Michigan Ave., nine days after Chicago's smoking ban went into effect. A s ign near the door read, 'Go for it. Smoke Here.'

Colutnbia cloudy on stnoking ban
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor

On Jan. 16, indoor smoking was
banned everywhere in Chicago
except bars, taverns and, apparently, Columbia.
Though the ban had been
widely discussed in both the
media and idle conversation for
months, somehow it seems to
have slipped by Columbia
administrators.

The ordinance bans smoking in
"enclosed public places and
places of employment" with the
exception of bars, taverns and
restaurant bar areas. Educational
faci lities are considered public
places.
" It is to my understanding [that]
the entire campus would be off
limits to smoking," said Tim
Hadac, spokesman for the
Chicago Department of Public
Health.

For the first full week of school,
indoor
smoking
areas
in
Columbia buildings remained
open and did not have any signs
telling students they could now be
fined if they light up inside. In
fact, it has been just the opposite.
As of late Jan. 27 the smoking
area in the Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., had
a Columbia sign posted by the
door that read, "Go for it. Smoke
here." Students and faculty did

Board approves $90
million campus center

Legalizing marijuana

1bree key plans now

still up for debate

in the works
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

At its December meeting,
Columbia's board of trustees
approved the $90 million Campus
Master Plan. Faculty work load
adjustments were also approved.
The reduction of required
teaching hours wi ll allow fulltime faculty to bener balance their
professional and teaching responsabilities.
The board also approved additional scholarships for low-income
srudents. College otlicials say the
scholarships will make Columbia
more affordable.

Campus Master Plan
Columbia is now faced with the
challenge of raising $90 million for
a 14-story campus center to be built
at the site of Buddy Guy's Legends

at 8th Street and Wabash Avenue,
which is owned by Columbia. The
college is doing its homework and
developing financial strategies
before a capital campaign is implemented within the next few years,
according to Alicia Berg, vice president of Campus Environment.
The campus center is going to
add 245.000 useable square feet to
Columbia, including a student center, cafe and performance spaces.
"It's not going to happen
overnight. but. really, unti l the
board approved the vision. we didn't have a clear direction,.. Berg
said. "Now we do."
Dominic Cottone. director of
Student Leadership, is excited
about the campus center and thinks
it is a necessary addition to
Columbia. He said this will make
the college more attractive to
prother instirutions. because it will
make Columbia a more srudentcentered campus.
See Approvals , Page 8

exactly that, fill ing the " fi shbowl," as it is commonly called,
as if nothing had changed.
" I thought it would be closed,
but people were smoking," said
Patrick Buss, a sophomore film
maj or, on Jan. 25, nine days after
the ban went into effect. Buss, like
other students in the " fishbowl,"
was completely unaware that the
area should have become nonsmoking.
See Smoking, Page 11

After six months of talks.
Columbia 's part -time faculty
union, P-Fac, passed a new contract that includes modest pay
raises, developmental funds and
a change in workload, Jan. I I .
The union, which represents
74 percent of Columbia's teaching fac ulty, approved the new
contract after a vote on Jan. II .
From the 600 ballots mailed
out in December. 186 came
back. Of those who voted, 180
were in favor of the new contract.
Although the number of parttime faculty who voted comprised only a fraction of the
I ,0 18 part-time fac ulty members at Co lumbia, contract
negotiators on both sides dido 't
see that as a problem.
"I think we have very good
participation when we consider
people's li ves," sa id Pete Insley,
a part-time instructor in the
Science and Math Department
and the membership chairman
during negotiations.
Steven Kape lke, provost and
vice president of Academic
A ffairs, agreed that the participation rate was high since a
maj ority of part-time faculty
members may hold full-time
j obs outside o f the school.
Ins ley said other part-time
members teac h at various
schools, which leaves a small
percentage that may have time
to take an interest in P-Fac.
Columbia president Warrick
L. Carter called the contract
signing a " momentous occasion" on Jan. 24 .
See P-Fac, P a ge 10

Fighting for Mary Jane's rights
By Tiffany Breyne
A&E Editor

Clinton tri ed it but didn ' t
inhale. Kanye wrote a song about
it, and the Kottonmouth Kings
base their entire lives around it.
Marij uana has found a place in
numerous people's lives. and
most people are OK with that.
Now there ·s even a book about
experiences and thoughts while
smok ing marijuana- the illegal
substance that some organizations are fighting an uphi ll battle
to change the negative image
revolving around the drug.
This past December three
guys- Arj Barker, Doug Benson
and Tony Gamin-published The
Marijuana-Logues. a humorous
book parodying The Vagina
Monologues that replaces the
female anatomy with an illegal
substance. The book. as the authors
write, is "wrinen by stoners. for

na stereotypes could mean more
stoners, about stoners."
While this is an interesting than j ust a few laughs . For
concept that prov ides some some, the fi ght to legalize marilaughs, with pointless conversa- j uana for recreational, spiritual
tions, " high-ktts" and snippets and medicinal purposes shou ld
be taken seriously. For Louis
on marijuana.
In the bi gger sche me of Silverstei n, a liberal educat ion
thin gs. though. prod ucing a
s_
e_
e_P_o
_t_,~P_u_l_
l-o
_u_t_p_a~g·e~
11
book devoted to stoner/ma rij ua-_ ___

People continue to fig ht fo r the le galization of ma rijuana fo r
recre a tional, s piritual a nd medicinal uses .
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•~lrr·· ·~. Bottoms down
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By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
little more than a week
ago, after a long Friday
at work, I was sitting on
the Red Line with two friends
when I took an elbow to the
nose .
To make a long story short,
one of my friends and I were
innocently snickering at two
men who were clearly plastered
as they struggled to keep from
falling out the train's door. The
next thing I knew, one of the
men was stumbling toward me,
and he hit me square in the face .
As I fumbled to pick my
glasses up off the scat next to
me and bend the wire earpieces
back into shape, my other friend
was busy punching the inebriated offender. When the second
man by the door came to his
friend's aid, I had fixed my
glasses, and another friend and I
jumped in to break up the nearbrawl.
To avoid further embarrassment (and probably legal
action), my friends and I
jumped off the train as it
stopped at NorttoiCiyboum and
made the wise decision to share
a cab home.
I've had plenty of bad subway
experiences, but most simply
involve irritating and rude passengers or rush-hour delays.
This, however, was far and
away the craziest thing that I
ever experienced on any CTA
line, and I' m sure other people
have had worse encounters than
mine.
I mention this because last
week in New York City, six subway passengers were arrested,

A

not fo r fighting or hassling other
passengers, but for riding the
trai n without pants.
Yes, apparently in the Big
Apple police do not tolerate
people riding the subway while
not wearing pants.
The six people arrested were
part of a group of about 150
members of lmprov
Everywhere, a comedy troupe
that each year takes part in its
creatively titled "No Pants
Subway Ride" prank.
According to a Village Voice
article, the other passengers on
the train were more curious about
the barelegged young people than
offended by them, and they were
even more intrigued by the
accompanying journalists.
When the train reached 59th
Street, though, the situation
turned from a harm less joke into
an all-out fiasco. A po lice officer waiting on the platform
asked the conductor to stop the
train and boarded the car with
the pants-less pranksters. After
all passengers were ordered off
the train and the "offenders"
were lined up against the wall,
about 12 more officers arrived
to handle the situation.
Frankly, I don't see the harrn
in p3rading in public sans pants
(especially since the pranksters
were wearing underwear). And
I'm guessing it's a much more
pleasant experience to be sitting
next to a friendly man w ith no
trousers than taking an elbow to
the face from an angry drunken
man in jeans, although I can 't
say I've experienced the former.
If the police are going to put a

halt to any train ride, it should
be the one on which passengers
are being violated, harassed,
etc.- not the one with the halfdressed jokers.
As anyone living in the city
knows, subway rides are often
not pleasant Besides disorderly
passengers, riders have to deal
with overcrowding, filthy seats,
delays and conductors who
drive so poorly it makes one
wonder what exactly the
requirements for the job are .
Given these conditions, people should be encouraged to
make traveling underground a
more pleasant experience. This
is similar to the idea that street
musicians and performers enli ven the ci ty sidewalks. Yet even
this form of entertainment is
heavily restricted in places like
Chicago, where in November
42nd Ward Alderman Burton
Natarus proposed to limit the
distance at which street musicians can be heard.
But part of the fun of living in
the city is this unpredictability.
It's always a thrill to hear a
blues guitarist jamming or a
couple of rappers rhyming on
the Blue Line platform. And I'm
sure it would be just as interesting to share a subway car full of
pants less passengers.
On the morning commute
tomorrow, all Chicagoans
should hop on the CTA, put on a
smile and take ofT their prover·
bial pants. It might just put
everyone in a better mood.
- jdanna@colum.edu

Why do students plagiarize?
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they dott 't lr11ve ettouglr tlttte ID
do their owtt work. "

- Lorr1lne Smith, junior,
pboto1nphy

"B«IIIJe tlrq dott 't lrne tttouglr
l11{or••1Wn •nil tlrq procrt~.•tltttltt!. "
--c1111ndr1 Glbton,
d1ace
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Announcetnents
Civil Rights March Reenactment
The Columbia Black Student Union will march
from the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., to the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave., to
celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King 's " I Have a
Dream" speech. The march will take place from
noon to I :20 p.m. on Jan. 30. For more information
call the Office of African American Cultural Affairs
at (312) 344-7569.

Chicago Jazz Lecture
Dr. Lawrence Gushec, professor emeritus of musicology at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, will discuss how New Orleans' jazz
became a part of Chicago's culture. The lecture is
being held Jan. 31 at Columbia's Music Center, 1014
S. Michigan Ave., at 12:30 p.m. For more information
call the office of African American Cultural Affairs at
(312) 344-7569.

Bird Machine, Punk Planet Panel
Designers from Bird Machine, who create silkscreened posters for bands, and staff of the magazine
Punk Planet will combine for a panel discussion, which
will be moderated by Columbia creative writing professor Joe Meno. The event will be held Feb. I from 6:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in room 203 of the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. For more infOrmation
contact Debra Part at (3 12) 344-7887,

Poetry Reading
Awtlfd-winning poet Jonn Lurkin will host a poetry
reading in olumbin's Music Center Concert Hnll.
1014 S. Michigam Ave, The reading will be hold <>n
Feb. 2 from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. For more infonnnti,,n
call David Trinidnd nt (3 12) 344· 8 139,
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PlagiarisQl
cases put
Journalism
Department
on alert
By Sam Libretti

Associate Editor
Plagiarism is wrong. That fact is
vigorously expressed to students
of all ages and studies, but especially to journalism majors, whose
careers are based on the principle
of providing the most thorough
representation of the facts possible.
Some high-profile cases of journalists violating the ethical guidelines on plagiari sm have cast a
light on one of the dark comers of
the news reponing industry. Some
reponers think that they can get
Michael JareckifThe Chronicle
away with passing off the work of
Scott Whipkey, a Columbia senior fine arts major, and master printer Chris Flynn go through the steps of hand lithography
others as their own or simply makprinting. Whipkey is interning at An chor Graphics' current location, 11 9 W. Hubbard St.
ing up people or events.
At Columbia, several cases of
plagiarism within the Journalism
Depattment last semester have
given cause to take a look at the
broader educational experience for same methods used in the 1800s Graphics a reality when he and
practice of plagiarism and what
Professional
students and to create a magnet for while also incorporating modern Jones began planning the facility
can happen to a student who is
printshop to take its
anists," said David Jones, execu- tec hniques. The print shop also about fi ve years ago.
found to have done it.
" It 's going to create a whole
teaches the cultural signifi cance
tive director of Anchor Graphics.
place at Columbia
Nancy Day, the chair of the
Leonard Lehrer, dean of the of printmaking. It will not on ly new series o f activities an d
Journalism Department, said that
By Hayley Graham
School of Fine and Performing work with students, but also peo- opportunities," Wolke said.
the Academic Honesty Policy is
Campus News Editor
Internships , as well as vol unArts, said this is another example ple and artists from the area.
required to be attached to every
"The Anchor Graphics commu- tee r opportuniti es, w ill be avai lThe transformati on o f the sec- o f departments collegewide colclass syllabus and is strictly
ond floor of Co lumbia's Wabas h laborat in g with profess ional nity is being worked into our print- able in the shop fo r students.
enforced. Day confirmed that
there were '·a handful" of plagiaCampu s Bu ilding, 623 S . o rga niza tion s
making curricu- Students and fa culty wil l al so
"We will be able to teach lum," said Sabina have input into which arti sts will
rism cases last semester. as many
Wabash Ave ., into a printmaking and arti. ts to
as five. But in the interest of stuspace began last month as co n- give their stu- and execute techniques that Ott, chair of the have residencies with Anchor
dent privacy rights, she could not
dents a real- are n ot possible in our cur- Art and Design Graphics.
struction got underway.
discuss the cases speci fically.
" We enco urage students to
Anchor Graphics, a nonprofit worl d educa- rent location, including silk Depanment.
"Each case is handled as quietly
"Not only wi ll vol untee r, to get involved with
tional experiorgan i ~ation, is leaving its space
screening. "
as possible to provide faimess to
at 11 9 W. Hubbard St. to become ence .
we be able to the shop," Jones said. "We are
a part of Columbia by fall 2005 .
expand
and mo re than willing to share the
the student," Day said . " ! can say
"Art
and
- J ennifer York,
that all the cases from last semesApproxim ate ly 6,000 square Design has not,
printmaking lecturer in the Art amplify the print- experience with the students."
Scott Whipkey, a senior fine
ter involved underwaduate stufeet o f the Wabash Camp us up until now,
making concenand Design Department
dents."
tration, also what arts major with a concentration
Building's second floor is now had a recogThe Journalism Depanment's
be in g converted into Anchor nized professional component in its it will do is to give exposure to con- in printmaking, began a spring
Academic Honesty Policy o utGraph ics, a professiona l non- curriculum and the opponunity to temporary anists using a graphic intern ship with Anchor Graphics
lines cheating, fabricating, facililast week. He believes that
profit fine art printshop, and a witness the process of fine an print media."
tating academic dishonesty and
Jay Wolke, faculty member and Anchor Graphics will be a perspace for the Art and Design making with guest anists," Lehrer
plagiarizing as principal violaDepartment.
said.
fom1er chair of the An and Design fect match for Columbia.
tions. In addition to being includ"The whole idea of becoming
Anchor Graphics works wi th Depanment, helped make the idea
ed with every class syllabus, the
pan of Columbia is to provide a artists, creating prints by the of collaborating with Anchor
See Anchor, Page 9
policy is available at the depanment's website. (See graphic on
page 7 for details.)
Day said that when an instructor suspects a student has violated the policy, the instructor will
tirst speak with the student privately to see if a solution can be
said Alex is Pride, a Fiction
By Jim Jaworski
reached . If not, Day wi ll speak
Writing Department faculty memAssistant Campus News Editor
with the student to find out
ber and coordinator of the comexactly what happened and
Reading the writing of the inex- mun ity outreach events. "They
measure the egregiousness of the
perienced can make a person real- teach the students to use talents in
offense.
ize how far she have come. Trying broadest possible way."
"There are varying levels of to teach the writing to the inexpePontius-Goldblatt, a native
offense,'' Day said. "So we' ll
rienced can make a person see Philadelphian, moved to Chicago
talk to the student to make sure
how far she still have to go.
two years ago and helps the high
they understand the seriousness
Lillian Pontius-Goldblatt, a jun- school refine their writing, makof this matter and to make sure
ior fi ction writing major, tutors ing it smoother and more profesthey understand what they were
high school students in the an of sional.
doing was wrong. The minimum
creative writing. She works with a
"When I first came in. the writpunishment is that the student
community outreach program ing was a little crude," she said. ''I
will fail that panicular assigncalled Teens Together through am very surpri sed how much
Columbia's
ment ."
Fiction
Writing progress they have made in such a
Department. in the program, the shon time."
If a solution still cannot be
students write a creative nonfiction
reached, the department has a
Seven of the eight students in
story about an event in their lives. the program receive credit from
committee dedicated to academic
The students then tum the stories their high school, the Young
honesty that will hear the case.
into a form of performance an and Women's Leadership Charter
More serious offenses can result
will Jli!Sent their stories and per- School. The other student and
in a student failing the class. being
formances on Feb. 4 in the Hokin only male attends South Shore
removed from the Journalism proEric OavisfThe Chron1cle
Annex in the Wabash Campus High School.
gram or being expelled from
Lillian Pontius-Goldblatt, right, a junior fiction writing major,
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Columbia.
All the high school students
tutors students from the Young Women's Leadership Charter
"(The Columbia students]
School as part of the Fiction Writing Department's community
See
Tutor,
Page
9
mentors,"
served
as
tutors
and
as
outreach program. Teens Together.
See Plagiarism, Page 7

Printshop construction begins

Tutoring works both ways
for student volnnteer
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King Jr.
Celebration Concert
12:30 PM
Tuesd'\Y January 31
ProfessOr Larry Gushee Lecture:
The Chlcago to New Orleans
Jazz Connection
12 30 PM

Wednesday February 1
Student Jam
12:30 PM
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The secret's out:
Books In The City
has the lowest prices
on textbooks in the city.
Got yours somewhere else?
You paid too ...
... much.
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(Stupid Sears Tower.
Alw ays getting in the way.)

BOOKS.flik CITY
SOUTH LOOP

Meet Sun-Timer,' John Cruickshank at..

NEWS, NEIGHBORHOODS & WHAT'S NEXT
a conversation presented by the
Ccmmunity Media Workshop,
Columb1a College's Society of Professional Journalists chapter
and the Coluntia Chronicle

• Are you GREAT on t he phone?
• Do you need some extra CASH?
• Would you like to connect with alumni?

• Wh.1t is the
C h ic.1go?

h·t~rc of rcportin~

• Don't l ike getting up early for work ?
h;.:JI news in
Tl1e Office of lnst•tutional Advancement and the Alumni Relations ofl1ce are
proud to announce Columbia's first Tete-Fund!
We're looking for :10-15 s tudents to call on aturnru and parents to 11elp raise
money for scholarships and the Students First Annual Fund.

• How is the Internet and new techno logy affect·
ing the the daili(.•s and weeklies?
• What .tre th(! storic~ behind the City
the Sun-Tim<..-s broke?

H<:~ll

hiring

• No experience necessary

I'C<:~ndals

• Excellent resume opport unity

Communi ty and non-profit leade rs, ~)u rnalio;ts,
!'>ludent and the public are invited to ask their
quc:-;tions during thi-. lively d iscussion with the
Chicat:n Sun-Times chief.

• Shifts w ill be Monday · Thursday from 5 :30 · 9 :30 p.m.

• Flexible schedules (classes, et c.}
• Paid t raining
• Wor k on campus!

Tuesday, January 31, 2006
5 - 7 p.m.
HotHouse
31 E. Balbo, Chicago, IL 60605
Cost: Free

• $9/ hr.
John Cru ick... hank msc throug h the ra nk.-. In be one
of the mos t inOucntial publishers in this country :
from reporter tn ed itor an Canada to publisher of the
C hicagq S un-Tim<..•s and O:::~J of the Sun ·Tim'-•s New.-.
G mup, whose publication:> include the Post-Tribum~.
the Daily Southtmv n, as well as 74 otht.·r community
newspapers in the Pionee r Press, Sta r and Su burban
Chicago newspap<..·r chains.

E-mail: jc ulleyfoster@colum.edu
(be sure to include your phone number and a good time to call)
or CALL (312 ) 34~611

RSVP: CMW's Maude Carroll at
312·344-6400 or
r.vp@newstips.org
Cnh B• , but frH do inks for
tho lint EO pooplo to como.

If you're interested in this great opportunity, pleasiJ contact
Josh Culley-Foster to set up a phone Interview.

We look forward to hearing from you!
ffir m.-1:>: .1bout Cummumty .\kd1o1 \\'ork.,.hop, M."'' www.n••Wiip ...nr~
For Tno.li'l ' Jbnut lhl' Columb1~ C'hron.ck·, www.ccchrnn •clo:.C'tlm
hn mt)n_• J br-ut Columb1J':. SPJ chJptcr, :.prlcc-c.bln~spot com.

Columbia c
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\yi <;;Vt COLUM.EDU/SCHOLARSHIPS

~~-"' t>.J).._, ~)C)Y'i

..

Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 1, 2006)

• Academic Excellence Award (Deadline: March 1, 2006)

Hil lary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: April 3, 2006)

Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadline: January 17. 2006)
Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: April 14, 2006)
• Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester in L.A. (Deadline: March 15, 2006)

.

John Murbach Scholarshlpj Deslgner·in·Residence (Deadline: Aprol 14. 2006)
President's Club Scholarship (Deadline: April 30, 2006)
Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2006)

• David Rubin ScholarslliP (Deadline: March 15, 2006)
Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline: March 2006)

\)ey~s~l,....r~~s

JOURNALISM

ART 6 DESIGN
Pougialis Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2006)
.
Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Sprong 2006)

ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT A MEDIA MANAGEMENT

John Fischetti Scholarship (Deadline: March 10, 2006)
lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund (Deadline: March 17 . 2006)

• The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: Aprol 28. 2006)
Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Sprong 2006)
The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: December 16, 2005)

MUSIC

ASL _ ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (Deadline: June 1 , 2006)

• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: April 2006)

DANCE

RADIO

Music Department Scholarship (Deadline : February 1 5. 2006)

• Forest Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: March 31, 2006)

• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship (March 1, 2006)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

TELEVISION

• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship (Deadline: April 14. 2006)

FICTION WRITING

.

John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop ScholarshiP
(Deadline: Spring 2006)
·.
.
Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship (Deadline : Sprong 2006 )

• AI lira Scholarship (Deadline: March 1, 2006)
• Thaine Lyman Scholarship (Deadline: March 1 , 2006)
lrv Kupclnet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1 , 2006)

THEATER
• Freshman Achievement Award (Deadline : April 14, 2006)

$10,000.00 AWARDI
THE PRESIDENT'S CLUB SCHOLARSHIP.
WAS DESIGN ED TO ASSIST EXCEPTIONAL
STUDENTS COMPLETE THEIR DEGREES
AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO .

WHO CAN APPLY?
Outstanding full·tlme students who will have earnad
60·72 credit hours by the end of the Spring, 2006 sa·
master; hevo demonstrated ftnanclal need, and have
a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or hl&her.

Each $10,000 scholarship Is distributed IS follows:
$2,500 awarded In Fall 2006; $2500 awarded In
Sprln&2007; $2500 awarded In Fall 2007 ; $2500
awarded In Spring 2008

HOW MANY AWARDI ARI AVAILABLI?

DIAOUNI: April 3, 2006

HOW ARI THI AWAitOI DISTRIIIUTIO?

Up to ten (10) awards will be announced this Sprln&l

A"LICATIONI Alii AYAILAILI '011 THII PIIIITIIIOUI O,OIITUNITY AT WW.-UM.IIIU/IOHOUitiHfPI

Columbia~
COLLIQI

CHICAGO

.

-

B tt Garrett Musical Theater Scholarship Fund (Deadline: Aprol 14. 200o)
e Y Talbot Cox ScholarshiP
. Fund (De adl'ne·
April 14. 2006)
David
I
.

Campus News
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Plagiarism:
Instructors push
consequences of
fabricating work
Continued from Page 3
Curtis Lawrence, head of the
Academic Integrity Committee,
said that the policy was
improved within the last year to
better educate students about
exactly what plagiarism is.
"We've now included examples of each violation, and in the
introductory courses this topic is
explored and discussed extensively," he said.
Lawrence added that even in
some of the more advanced
courses that he teaches, he
spends time talking about the
dangers of plagiarism.
Elizabeth Henschel, a j unior
magazine journalism major, said
that the faculty does a thorough
job of educating students about
plagiarism.
"We hear about it in every class,"
she said. "It gets annoying."
Day said that in most cases, a
student is simply being lazy or
careless about an assignment,
which will lead to intentional or
unintentional plagiarism.
"The Internet culture has made it
easy for a student to lift reporting
that is not theirs," she said. "At the
same time, it has also made it easier for instructors to catch."
Betsy Edgerton, who teaches
several journal ism courses,
agreed that the ease of surfing
the Internet has made it easier
for students to plagiarize.

"Students will see whatever
they read on the Internet as gospel
and won' t understand the guidelines about what it means to plagiarize," she said.
Edgerton also said that in many
cases that student journalists are
caught plagiarizing, they may
claim not having known that it
was wrong, but in reality, simply
did not budget time well enough
to get the assignment done the
right way.
"There are different types of
plagiarism," she said. "But I don 't
think ignorance is an excuse. It's
definitely worse if it occurs in an
advanced reporting class, but plagiarism still can' t be tolerated in
the lower-level journalism courses. It's beat into their heads that
it's unacceptable."

"Students will see whatever they read on the
Internet as gospel and
won 't understand the
guidelines about what it
means to plagiarize. "
- Betsy Ed gerton,
journalism faculty me mber
Gary Hill, chairman of the
Society
of
Professional
Journalists' Ethics Com mittee,
based in the Twin Cities. Minn.,
said that it is important for every
journalism class to devote several days or weeks of study to the
seriousness of plagiarism.
" I think it needs to be woven
into the fabric of the curricu·
Iurn," he said. "And not just the
writing courses- graphics and
photography courses also need
to emphasize these facts."

Mike Carter, a j unior journalism major, said that he never
personally knew of anyone in
the department plagiarizing and
would never do it himself.
" If you're going to school for
journalism and you start using
other people 's work, then you' re
only cheating yourself," he said.
" It beats the fun out of being a
journalism major."
Karen Larson, a sophomore
magazine journalism major, said
that the risks outweigh the bene·
fits when it comes to plagiarism.
"It's such a big deal," she said.
"It's not worth it to even try."
Plagiarism and fabrication
have tarnished the careers of several high-profile reporters in
recent years. The most famous is
probably the case of Jayson Blair,
a young reporter for The New
York Times who lifted reporting
from the San Antonio Express
News in 2003. It was also discovered that he had fabricated
quotes. After Blair was caught,
his career as a journalist was
over.
Whi le students who are caught
violating the ethical standards of
journalism arc given a little more
slack in terms of punishment, the
more egregious the violation, the
harder it becomes to think that the
student can succeed in journalism.
" I think each case needs to be
looked at differently." Hill said.
"Someti mes it is almost a subconscious act to write something that
you have read before, and student
mistakes are a little more forgi vable. At the same time, the school
must take the responsibility and
ensure that there is no way it will
ever happen with that student
again. If that's not the case, then
there is no place for them in this

Cheating : The conscious use of
unaut horized, prohibited, or unacknowledged mat erials or methods.
Fabricating: The conscious falsif ication or invention of information,
interpretation or source materials.
Facilit ating Academic Dishonesty:
The conscious participation, in any
manner, in another student's commission of any academically dishonest act.

Plagiarizing: The conscious representation of words, ideas, figur es or
materials from other sources as
one's own.
Josh Covarrubias!The Chronicle

Source: Academic Honesty Policy of Columbia's Journalism
Department
business.'"
remains the same: The mistakes
Lawrence emphasized the fact of a small minority of journalists
that if a student doesn "t have the have put the industry under the
time to finish an assignment with- microscope. and it is more
out making up facts or plagiariz- important now than ever to be as
ing, it"s better to stay honest.
honest as possible.
"Taking a low grade on one
'"The students who will plagiaassignment is always better than rize are saying they arc not willrisking expulsion from the pro- ing to work at a high level."'
gram for plagiarizing," he said.
Edgerton said. "They are the
While the cases and degrees of ones who won "t have a career in
plagiarism vary, the bottom line j ournalism."
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Interim V.P. suggests
cultivating alumni,
staff to raise funds
By Jeff Danna
Editor-in -C h ief
At the end of the fall 2005
semester,
Columbia 's
top
fundrais ing official, vice president of Institutional Advancement
Sam Ross, resigned suddenly,
leaving behind an open administrative position.
As college officials seek to find
a permanent replacem ent, Eric
Winston is taking over Ross' former duties.
For more th a n 30 years,
Winston served Wilberforce
University in Ohio, and 20 of
those years were spent as vice
p resident o f Development and
Univers ity
Relations,
the
school's c hief fundraiser. In that
position, Winston helped bring
in more than $40 million in operating funds and boost donations
from alumni by 300 percent.
Winston also headed fundraising efforts at Central State
University in Ohio. Under hi s
di rection at Central State, the
school raised S 1.5 million to bring
back the football program after it
was discontinued nine years earlier and another S 1.5 million for
scholarships.
Now, Winston will try to help
Columbia increase alumni giving
and bring in more funds from corporations and other pri vate
donors. The interim vice p resident
sat down with The Chronicle to
discuss the college's future in philanthropy.
T h e C hro nicle: Columbi a
seem s to be in a differe nt pos itio n in terms o f fundraising
than
Ce n t r a l
St a t e
or

Wilber fo r ce. O ur goal seem s to
be r educing this depe nde n cy
on t uition. H ow do yo u think
we can d o t h at?
Eric Winston: I think you have
to be careful with that. It's not a
question of reducing dependency, because in some ways colleges are always dependent on
student enrollment. That is the
measure by which colleges are
seen to be healthy. And by all status, Columbia is very healthy,
because its enroll ment is going
up ; its students appear to pay
when they have to. When the college says it wants to reduce
dependency, the reason I say that
there's a reason to be careful is
that you have colleges like
Wilberforce and othe rs that were
overly dependent on philanthropic dollars to meet its annual operating
budget.
Interestingly
enough , when you go to borrow
money from a bank, if you
should need to borrow moneythis school doesn't need to do
th at just yet-the No. I question
that 's going to be asked by the
funder is, "What is your student
enrollment?" They're not going
to ask you, "How much did you
raise?" In fact , they're going to
give less credence to the raised
dollars than to the st udent enroll ment dollars , because they know
that if you don't ha ve the en rollment, you don't have a schoo l.
So wha t d o you think is th e
b est way to go about r aising
fu nd s? I know a big p or t ion of
w ha t we've b een d oing for t h e
p ast year or so is trying to c ultivate d onors.
In fundraising, we're always

Eric Winston is assuming the duties of Columbia's former vice president of Institutional
Advancement, Sam Ross, until a permanent replacement is hired.
cultivating people. People don't this institution. So when we talk
give money j ust because you have about a capital campaign, one of
a great cause. There 's an old the things we're going to have to
adage in fund raising: People give do is we ' ve really got to embrace
to people. They m ust have an the alumni. What I'm saying to
understanding of what you're the staff now is we are now going
doing, and they
to move into the
have to have
"I'm n ot afraid of ask- cultivation and
some kind of
ask
phase .
ing anybody f or anyre l ations h ip
We' re looking
thing wh en it comes to
with you or with
for I 00 percent
money."
your program.
p articipation
So when you
from the alumni .
-Eric Winst on ,
start this effort,
We ' re kicking
interim v ice president of
the first thing
off on Feb. 13
Institutio nal Ad vancemen t
the
you have to do
first
is br ing people
Columbia
in. W hat I've been able to deter- telethon. The telethon is going to
mine in the short time I've been be an annual telephone solicitahere is that three or four years tion campaign that's going to be
ago, Columbia was doing very lit- conducted three times each year.
tle of that. The alumni gi ving here It 's going to be going out to alumis ve ry low compared to most col- ni , and w hat we're going to be
leges. And quite frankly, a college saying to alumni is, "You went to
is meas ured from a public per- Columbia; you benefi ted from
spective .. . to be giving you the Columbia; there a re students here
dollars that you need on the basis now- help us provide them with
of how well are the people that · the resources they need. " It 's
benefited from th is institution going to be a vehicle by which we
(doing] , how a re they contribut- as k people to contribute on an
ing, and how a re they supporting annual basis to the sc hool. We've

Falling plaster on catnpus
sparks student concerns
College officials
have no history of
the incident
By Amanda Maurer
Ass istant Campus News Editor
During the last week of clas s
before the semeste r break, Pablo
Gavi ria, a senior film major,
waited to order a sandwich from
the Plum Cafe in the II 04
Center, II 04 S. Wabash Ave .,
when he hea rd a loud no is e
bch1nd hirn.
" I turned aro und and realized
wha t it was, and I was scared as'
hell ," Ciavi ria s aid.
( ja v1 r ia ' a id he moved just
before a p 1ecc o f plaste r fe ll
fro m the ceiling a nd hit th e
fl oor.
Jas m ine K m g, a n e mployee at
the l'lu rn Ca fe, was 111 the tmd dl c of a sal e with a s tudc 11t w he n
the ind d c nt C•ccurrcd .
" Abo ut four c uMto rncn. came
up, an d the y were a ho ut tn o rde r
~o mct hi ng , and the nex t tlung I
kne w, it j u ~ t fell down ," K 111g
sa1d.
A mamtc nance s taff mcmhcr,
who wanted ti> re main a no nymo us, s aid this isn ' t the fi rst
time that the ceiling plas te r has

cracked and fallen.
The ma intenance person a lso
said that the p laster was too th in
to hurt anyone. In addition, the
fi rm t hat reno>ated the I I 04
Center, Turner Construction
Company, is notified each time
the work is found faulty.
Pete Scales, spokesman· fo r
C hicago's
Department
of
Buildings said that there haven' t
bee n any bui lding code violation s fo r the I I 04 Cente r in a
couple of years.

"A bout f our customers
came up, and th ey were
about to order .m methinf:,
and the next tlti111: I
kreiV, it j ust fell dow11."
- ,J:Jsrnine Ki nJ:,
l' lum ( ' :~fc cmployH
l)c,c n p t io ns of th e fa ll e n
dc hn s va ry. ( ia v111a compa red
the pi ece to the Site o f a p iece oi'
pa pe1, but 1- to 2- iuc h-th ick .
King s aid it w as more lik e the
s ize o f a softball. I lowcvcr, fur·
thc r lllVes tigation re vealed that
the out e rmos t layer nf cei ling is
a th in p iece nf plas te r, appro xi·
matc ly a quarte r o f an iuc h tluck .

After the p laster fell , Gaviria
s aid a studen t behind him
informed security of the incident.
However, Co lumbia o fficials
s aid there is no record of it be ing
reported.
"If an incide nt occurs on campus, it needs to be re ported to
sec urit y," said Martha Meegan,
director of Campus Safety. "We
ha ve no history of this being
repo rt ed to ' cc urity."
Acco rdi ng to Ga viria, when he
returned from c lass, the area had
bee n cleaned up , but the cafeteria re mained ope n and there was
no indication or w arning aho ut
the ea rlie r acc ide nt.
( ia viria be li eves that the area
s hou ld not ha ve been cleuncd .
" I th ink the y made the prob·
lc m worse, b eca use if peo pl e
had seen a p iece o f roc k on the
g ro und , th e y wou ld lo o k up a nd
s ec w ha t happ e ned ," G aviria
s ai d . " Uut there w as n ' t any s ign
o l' an ythin l( bei ng wro ng ."
King agrees and be lieves tha t
m o re s hou ld hu vc been done .
"T hoy sho uld ha ve It Hiked into
il tO SCC if It WIIS IICtUtlll y
cement," Ki ng suid . " What if
s ome th in g lik e thut huppcn cd
again 1111d it docs uc tuall y hit
NOIII IJ Uil C'f"

Approvals:
Changes to
begin Fall 2006
Continued from Front Page
"We sh ould benchmark with
other institutions with what will
make us competitive with them,"
Cottone said. "It's only going to
make us look even better to
prospective students. It 's exciting."

Faculty Workload
Starting with the fall 2006
semester, tenured and tenure-trac k
ll1culty will be reduced from having to teach four courses to three
courses per semester over the next
two academic yeurs.
According to Ste ve Knpelke,
provo st and vice pres ident of
Acade mic Afli1irs, the adjusted
wo rkload will enable ti1culty to
rebalance their responsibilities at
Columbia with their professional
work . T his will improve the quality
of cducution students an.: receiving.
:md f:tc ulty will have additional
time to speud advisinl:\ stmkut:<
outside of the classroom.
"It will e nable fiwulty nwmlwrs
to spe nd more time em cluss prcpumtions and new delivery m ethods,"
Kupclkc suid.
Although ('olumbiu is constuntly
hiriug ne w pnrt -timc fucult y,
uccordinl:\ to Kupclkc, the colkgc
w ill huve to h ire c vcn nwre pnrttlmo filculty to tcnch the courses
thnt were once tunght by ti dl-tinw
filctdty me mbc1·s , The cstimutcd

got 45,000 folks out there, and
we're going to say to those 45,000
folks, "You can give at any level.
What is the level you're comfortable w ith?" Then, let's be consistent about it. Because it 's not the
kind of thing you can start in
February 2006 and then don 't do
it again in 2008.
T he C hronicle found contribution s fell under S a m Ross.
Wh a t can we d o t o increa se t h e
fund s we' r e brin ging in and
th e a m o u n t we ' r e sp e nding on
fundraisin g t ranslates to m o r e
cont ribu tion s?
What Sam Ross did when he
came in was he recognized that,
because the college had not been
a fundraising college in the traditional sense, he had to do this cultivating. Naturally, his funds
coming in would not be as significant as they were in the past,
because he was in that embracing
stage where he had to go out and,
as we say, win friends and influence people. The culrivarin~ has-,
taken place. Now we have to get
to the point of doing the tough
See Winston, Page 1 0
cost adjustments for..-!Pii. a\ e
$900,000 for the.Jirst year an<;\. $2
m illion for the s~ond year.

Low-income Scholarships
Seven-hundred scholarships will
now be available for incoming and
continuing low-income students at
Columbia. The new scholarships ·
will be available as of the fall 2006
semester.
The board approved the addition
of 500 scholarships worth $4,000$5.000 in addition to the 200 lowincome scholarships already available.
Ail low-income students with
good merit will be considered for
the scholarships when they apply
or will be identifi ed by the student
linancial aid oflice.
While
federal
and
state
resources
become
fewer,
Columbia is takinl:\ 11 step toward
mak ing the sc hool a possibility
fo r low-income stude nts, at·cording to Ma rk Ke ll y, vice president
of' Stude nt Af1:1irs.
"Two years ago the schoo l busically had no sch,,Jnrships fill' low
innlllll' s tude nts, but we hnw a rela ti\'l'ly al)(, rdabk tuition <'01\ljll\1\.'(1
to <'tlll' r privnte nrts co lkges."
Kelly said . "Now we are 1:\oi ng to
hav<' 700 scholarships. w hich is n
Jll'<'tt y big leap llHward ."
( 'ulumhia recently r~-c civ<~d 11
$500.000 c nd<>wmc nt fmm the
McConn irk Foundation for the
low-incon1e schohul'hip progrom,
whk h the colleg~: will mntoh. T his
will enable the colle11o to ndd
wu~,thl y 55 l<>w-income scholurs hips pt•r ycur.
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Anchor:

Tutor:

New fine art

Student shows
high schoolers
art of writing

print~hop

openmg soon
Continued from Page 3

Contin ued from Page 3

It will provide "a more realworld sense of what actual people in the fie ld do."
"It 's a really rare opportunity
to have that kind of exposure,
especially as an undergraduate,"
Whipkey said.
Anc hor G raphics and the
student printmaking space wi ll
be adjacent to one another and
wiH share some of the faci lities, acco rding to Jenni fer
York, prin tmaking lecturer in
Art
a nd
Design
the
Department.
" We will be able to teach and
execute techniques that are not
possible in our current location,
including silk screening,'' York
said.
A printmaking gallery, which
wi ll house the work of protessionals as well as students, is
also being built on the same
floor as the printshops.
"A ncho r [Graphics] has a
long history of bringi ng artists
in to do lectu res and residen ci es, and everyone coming to
work with Anchor wi ll be
available to o ur students," Yo rk
sa id. "It's really a fa ntastic
opportunity to work with artists
fro m across the country who
are very we ll-known in pri ntmaking."

attend the program voluntarily,
coming in on their own free time.
The six-hour classes are on
Saturdays.
"I was impressed with the
kids; they all really wanted to be
there," Pontuis-Goldblatt said.
She fi rst started one-on-one
tutoring with younger Columbia
students last fall. She adm itted
that she was intimidated at the
possibility of being an authority
fi gure. When she received the
name of her fi rst student she
decided to loo k him up on
Facebook.com, a network ing
website fo r coll ege students, to
know what she was getting into.
"At first I kind of expected an
asshole, a brat,'' she sa id . "He
turned o ut being a really nice
guy. I was really impressed by
his work. After that, tutoring
wasn 't so scary anymore.''
Other Columbia fiction students tutor for the program, but
Pontius-Go ldblatt is the only one
who doesn 't receive credit for her
efforts. Since college and high
school semesters don 't always
line up, Pontius-Goldblatt bridges
the gap when the program has to
cycle through a new set of tutors.
The st udents wri te creat ive
nonfi ction, but the tutors specia lize in fictio n. However, none of

i I

Columbia fiction major Lill ian Pontius-Goldblatt helps South Shore High School student Michael
Burns with his nonfiction story. Burns and seven other high school students will be presenting
their work Feb. 4 in the Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
the tutors has had trouble helping the students with their work,
since both styles are so similar.
"Fiction and creative nonfiction
arc basically two sides of the same
coin," said David Peak, fe llow
tutor and junior fi ction major.
Pontius-Goldblatt has had a love
for fiction since she was young.
Her passion has relined her own
skills as a writer and tutor, and has
also offered her some strange and
unexpected opportunities.
When she was 16, she worked at
a small video store in Philadelphia.
One of her regular customers was
Paul G reen. Known for the nation-

ally renowned Paul G reen School
of Rock Music, he would see her
reading in the store and have brief
conversations about fiction and art
with her. Green was consistently
impressed with Pontius-Goldblatt's
taste in books at such a young age
that he offered her a full scholarship, she said.
The school was recently the
basis for "Rock Sc hool ," a documentary, and Pontius-Goldblatt
clai ms it was also the inspiration
for the Jack Black feature "The
School of Rock".
In January of 2002, her place
in the school landed her o n the

cover of the Phi lade lphia
Weekly, the City of Bro therly
Love's equiva lent to the Chicago
Reader. She th inks her 15 minutes of fame was pretty funny,
given that the photo of her
singing was staged.
" I can't si ng at all," she said.
" If you look at [the photo] close,
the microphone isn't even on."
Pontius-Goldblatt said that while
the tutoring helps the students, it is
possibly more beneficial to her.
''As a tutor, you learn a lot
about writing by trying to teach
it," she said. " It helps more than
simply writing."
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8 oz. Canned Air with nozzle ...... $6.00
2 1/2 oz. Canned Air with nozzle $2.75

IIford Fiber
Enlarging Paper
8x10, 25 sheets
Double Weight
Glossy or Matt

ax

$5.50

Student/Educator Programs
Save 20% off our regular discount
pric es on any lowepro Camera Bag
In Stock (Excluding close-outs).

We Also Participate In Programs
from Bogen, Mamiya, and
Hasselblad - Ask for Details

Itoya Po rtfolios :
• 4x6 ...................... $3.00
• 5x7 ...................... $3.00
• 8x I 0 .................... $4.95
• 8.5x II ................. $4.95
KodakTri-X
135-36 Black
& White Film

Now:

$3.49

ea.

$g 00

B~seler
Bmder
•
25 sheets, 35mm
Negative
Pages:
•
7 Rows, 5 Across

$4 0 0

Stainless Steel Developing:

• 2 Reel Tank .......................... $11 .95
• Regular 35mm Ree ls ...... $5.00 ea.
• Hewes 35mm Reels ....... $17.95 ea.

Plastic Developing Tank with
2 - 35mm Reels ....................... $13.95

C.C.C . Kit
• 1 - 2 Reel Tank
• 2 - Hewes Reels
• 1 - Package of 25
sheets Negative
Pages- 35mm

wow
Price:

$4995

Central Camera Company Stocks
MANY NEW & USED 35mm Manual SLR
Camera s. Largest Inventory - Nearest
Your School & LOW Prices!
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Columbia first in
nation to show
Chinese exhibition
Papercuts on display
in campus library
By Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor

The Asian Arts and Media
Center hosted the opening of the
international exhibit "Cutting
Edge: The Beauty of Chinese
Papercuts" just in time for the
Chinese New Year. The exhibit is
making its fi r.:t U.S. appearance on
the third floor of Columbia's
library, 624 S. Michigan Ave.
"We wanted to use the opponunity to celebrate the heritage of
As ian Americans," said Yuchia
Chang, managing director of the
Asian Ans Center.
Papercuts begin as a single piece
of paper. The artist can use either
scissors or a knife to cut out the
design and details and sometimes
color the papercut with pens.
Although some paper cuts are now
made with machines, labor is so
inexpensive in China that the
majority of them are still made by
hand, Chang said. They can be
used as decorations in the home or
as gifts and vary in complexity and
size.
Victoria Park, a graduate visual
arts management major, moved

from Korea to the U.S. I0 years
ago and is now an intern at the
Asian Arts Center.
When the exhibit arrived, Park
helped clean the frames that held
the papercuts. Although she is
Korean. the countries' similar cultures have allowed her to understand the patience it takes to make
them, she said.
"When I was in junior high , I
made some little birds-that
were supposed to be birds, but
really didn ' t look like them,"
Park sa id.
The exhibit consists of 200 individual works that were each handmade by peasants in China 's
Shannxi Province.
Papercuts in the exhibit include
people, the 12 zodiac animals in full
color and depictions of daily life.
Originall y papercuts were a
leisure activ ity for the rich, but the
activity's popularity soon spread
and became a characteristic of
peasant life. According to Chang,
the Chinese people appreciate the
an form so much that it has survived various cultural revolutions
in the country.
"It's rooted in the everyday life
of common people," Chang said.
Papercuts are as much as a pan
of the Chinese New Year as a dec-

Barry Benson, director of Corporate Sponsership and Underwriting, and Xinjie Li , Cultural Consul
for the Consulate General of the People's Republic of China discuss some of the artwork from
the papercuts exhibit at the South Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave.
orated tree is to Christmas, said only enjoy the creativity of the papercuts.
' They look like valentines,"
Xinj ie Li, Consulate General of the Chinese people, [but I also] hope
Consulate of the People's Republic they real ize the dream and feelings Laris said. "They' re very intricate,
of China of Chicago, the office of the Chinese behind [the paper- and they remind me of Victorian
paper crafts."
consulate that helped bring this cuts]," Li said.
Chang thinks that the exhibit
However, students were not the
exhibit to Columbia.
Although "Cutting Edge" is new only ones to attend. Those present will help Asian students feel
to the United States, it is not the included Columbia staff, faculty closer to their heritage by celefi rst time for Columbia to work and retired Cynthia Laris, 60, from brating a Chinese tradition in the
United States.
with the Consulate General.
Chicago.
"Last year we joined hands with
"I hope that particularly Asian
Laris said that while she
Columbia to have a film festival," enjoys showing up to Columbia students will feel a sense of belongLi said. He added that the exhibits, this time she came to ing, [since] it is a part of their culConsulate had a "really good rela- the "Cutting Edge" to meet the ture," Chang said.
Consulate General. But that didThe "Cutting Edge" will run
tionship" with Columbia.
"I want Columbia students to not n ' t stop her from admiring the until Feb. 15.
is a prerequisite to conducti ng a
campaign. They ' re in the process
of conducting a feasibility study.
We have assembled a list of
about 100 names of people who
have been on a prospect list for
Columbia that includes bOard
Continued from Page 8
members, fou ndations, corporapart of this job, which is asking tions, whatever. That feasibility
people for money. What I' m study is a process most colleges go
hearing from various people that through to determine if in fact they
are assoc iated wi th the co llege is are ready to conduct a capital camthat what has happened in the paign.
What they will do in very confipast is Co lumbia failed to ask.
I'm not afrai d of asking anybody dential settings is they will discuss
fo r anything when it comes to with folks thei r wi llingness to give
money.
to Columbia at a significant level.
The other thing you've got to do And from that the consultants will
is let people know you appreciate be able to make a recommendation
them. We're going to have the first to the college as to how much
ever faculty-sta ff reception for monies might be out there if they
those who have donated. That's should decide to go out for a capigoing to ('Orne ofl'herc sometime in tal campaign from among that core
March.
group of fol ks.
We ' vc got over 200 people that
We' ve got a htmdred people on
have donated who work here. the list; we' ll be good if we talk to
We 'w got over 1,500 people work- 60. [The consultants] are going to
ing here. My lceling is. if you work ask them questions like. "What is
someplace, you need to contribute. your perception of Columbia?
You need to support the place you What is your perception of the
work . Regardless of what happens president of Columbia'!"
at Columbia, you nre eaming a livAll of these questions get asked
ing [here], ami as a result, you wunt in the mix of nsk in~ about their
[t he college] to nlwnys be viable.
capacity to gi ve und ~heir wi llingAs small ns the contribution ness to give. They put that togethmay he, it adds up to n lot when er in n report, and th<·n they will
we go nut und say to n fo undation make recommendntiuns to the
Ill l'hacago, "One hundred percent
college.
of our stall' is n donor to the colOn.: of their n.-..·,•mm,·mlntions
lege. Ninety percent o f our alumni could be. "We bd it•vc C,•lumbin is
nrc donors to the coll ugc." T hey in a position to condu,·t 11 1'11pitnl
don't cure if you got $ 10 lh nn cnmpnign of $ 100 mill ion. and \ W
somchudy or $ 100 lhnn some- proj~-c t than if Cohunbia were to
body or S I million.
initint<' a .:mll(llll~n. that it sh<nal,l
Mun y uchululstntors hllvt• be able to mise in the awi~hbmhooll
tulk••cl uhuut this t'lljlltul cum- uf $7() mill inn."
pullln 1\'t'' rt• lnnkh1111n ~turt, 1111d
So th · .:apital cnmJ~Ii!lnl think is
11 hill jllll'l nt' It Is 11nh111 In ht• W I ' IIIIlCh a JlliSSihility. It 's :1 !It\\Ill
l'unclh111 11 rww hullclln11 111 nwns111'1!. I was us~<·d whether we
Wnlmsh Av,•nm• unci lith Sh't>t'l. s hu11ld "'' 11, nml I sai<l.
llnw n •ullstlt• tin ynn S<'<' thnst• "i\hs<•llltd ) Stl," l "'''"'' ' 1111t
t.:m•ls ht'in11. unci hnw lnnt.: will It i1" ''"~ Ill.) sdf w1th t\•hunhm afit
Ink•· h<•fnn• lVII nwt•l tllt'm'/
\WI\' ~uin)l. ''' nllt•mpt a 1'11pit11l
We hlrt•d 11 ""' ' 'II ISIIIIllhn)l ClllliJHIIl\11 Wllh\\111 II trllstbilit,
fa llldn o:< lnl! llllll h • ~oml 111' 1 wh111 StUd\ ,

Winston:

Temp V.P. looks
to raise funds

Erin MashiThe Chronicle
Janina Ciezadlo, president of P-Fac, stgns a new contract on Jan. 24 , wh ile Columbia president
Warrick L. Carter watches.
college tof,k 1'-F.tc's concerns apprcci:ll cd th 1s change, includseriously.
ing Insley who sa id it was a
" Anything that was important " nice gr:sturc ."
to the part -time fa cult y was
In addit ion. part-time li1culty
importu nt to the adm inis trat ion," ca n now recon figu re the num ber
Sull ivan said .
of classes they teach each year.
As usual, ra1scs also came with Prev ious ly, they were restricted
Continuedfrom Front Page the new contract, but this year they to ni ne c redit s per semester.
were distributed d11lc rently.
Ho wever, now they nrc allowed
Reg;.rding the number of passing
"The ~a l a r y increases were to alt er the number they teach
votes, Carter said that it was "clear- mode st anyway, but the bulk of each semester, so long us the
ly an ind ication of an agreement to them went to the new teachers," classes stay with in the I g credthe quality oft he work that the two Jm.lcy said.
its-per-yea r restr iction.
teams have done."
This IS coming on the heels of
Accm d1ng to Insley, a majonty
Those whu were un the negull - uf the nu ~cs went to newer 1nstnrc· the li1 ll-timc 1:1cult y havi n~ their
al mg hoard were not Mtrpnsed torl'! IO CIICOUJagc thc1 11 to COI11 11HIC •cHCIJ iaJg ltUHI readjusted, cmasing
ahoul the percentage of pas111 ng teacl11ng at ( 'olumhia.
the part-tunc liaculty to teuch a !urgvute~ e1thcr.
While ~eve ral aspects of the con- er percentage o f classes.
"l·.vcrybudy umJersloud ·hal we tract .1ave changed, be nefits,
Kn pelkc said the school is hi ring
d1d our he•rt WI 11," Insley auf
1nclud111f.l health, have rc11111111ed bot h fn ll - and p1111-1imc lill·nlty In
( 'olurnht:l '~ ad11111 11sll alu 111 o lli- 1<111 ex peiiSIVe IO he o fleiCcilo jl lll1- 1nect the demand of ( 'ohunh111's
C ial ~ feci Ihe Milne way
lll lle lac11lty.
growing student hody.
" W~; feel col lectively that 11 1s a
IJcSJlli<' ll11s, p:n t-IIIIIC lacnlt y
A < T O idin J.~ to Kalll' lkc, th is
vc1y W"'d l.fllll r:ICI h c twt·c11 the can II O W liCt'C'Hi drvcln plllCIIIII I hell cii iM the
d e p a l' l lll ~ ni S.
,,,,liege arul thc pa rt tum· fa< ult y," l n u d~ . 'I he lu11ds, whic h come ins l l tl l' 1t H:i 1111 d s tu d ~ u l :o~ .
f arter ~~11d
'"" ''a hudgct hue 111 the provost's
" l t ' M hcller for the stud ents
Margnrct Sulll vurl , t. hau t~ f o lfi{' C, 11Jiow 111Nh'IIC I411 ~ tu llffCIId hcrausr 11' we <'1 111 h11w un ··~rd ·
Mark c tH-.K ( ' '111HIIII111CAJ11t111 ~ .nul crtu lc.· rt·m·c'' IOHI tw ppurt thc u leuI leur her ... th1s wuy Ill' '" sh•·
Ill!' dli1H r c p rc~t' IJIII I IVt' dOIIIIl fl ICHCitl (' fl , IIIIU t iiJ~ utht•r t iHt.:ll
c1111 1cnd 1 an ad<hllunal <'lnMs."
tfl, II'' V'IfHifl',ll'•. q:11d IJJ: tl ll w
Bo th 11l tlw ''''JI,IIII. IIIIIJ'. tmk•: Kapt•lk\' "'" "

P-Fac:

New contract
well received

January 30, 2006
Sometimes simply reminding
them o f it and reminding them
that we have our eye on them,
we will get compliance.
"The bottom line is that if
smokiag is occurring where it is
not s upposed to be occurring,
there is just no excuse for that,
and it needs to be addressed
Continued from Front Page right away."
Hadac said that an educational
They thought that because institution would not be held
Co lumbia is a pri vate college, liable for people s moking in the
the ordinance would not affect build ing if a person decides to,
the school build ings. In the eyes for example, smoke in a stairof the city o f Chicago and the wel l.
new ordinance, that is simply not
Despite the relatively minor
true.
nature
of
the
v io latio n,
" Institutions can be fined if it Columbia offic ials rema ined
is believed that they are allowing tight-lipped about it.
smoking or not taking action,"
When T he C hro nic le fi rs t
Hadac said.
inquired about the ban, Alicia
After Hadac spoke to T he Berg , vice president o f Campus
Chronicle, he expressed concern Environment, deferred questions
that s uch a large institution to Martha Meegan, director of
would be still be allowing s mok- Campus Safety. Meegan said
ing.
that s he was aware that
" If they are in violation, then Co lumbia could be fi ned if
that simply surprises me," he smoking is a llo wed indoors, but
said.
said she could not comment on
Hadac said that the school is Columbia ' s indoor smoking
in no immediate
areas unti l the
issue has been
d anger of being
"Institutions can be
reviewed by the
fined, since a letfined if it is believed
ter from the city
that th ey are allowing college 's lega l
is the most likely
nse l.
She
sm
oki11g or 11ot taki11g cou
fi rst action . He
referred
T he
actio11. "
c on s i ste ntl y
C hron ic le
to
stressed that the
Berg, who d id
- T im Hadac,
city is willing to
not return addis pokes man fo r t h e C h icago
warn institutions
tiona l
p hone
Department of P u blic
that viola te the
calls.
Health
ordinance before
Co lumb ia is
issuing a fine .
under no obli " It 's not o ur goal in life to run gation , however, to fo rce people
out with a ticket book and s tart to stand more than 15 feet away
ticketing everyo ne," Hadac sa id . from :he entrances, Hadac said.
"We want compliance with the Since indi vi duals can be fined
Jaw, but you don 't always have up to S I 00 fo r disobeyi ng the
to run out and slap someone wn h o rdinance, Had ac enc oura ged
a fine to get them to comply. any school to do it s best to let

Smoking:

Officials tightlipped on
indoor smoking

Two Columbia s tudents, who asked to remain anonymous, smo ke in from! of the 3 3 E.
Congres s Pa rkway Building on Jan . 27.
students and faculty know about
the new ordinance.
On Jan. 23 , the fi rst day of the
semester, a full week aft er the
o rdinance went into effect, there
weren 't any postings to let s tudents know o f the possible fine.
As the week went o n. notificat ion began to appear. T hree s tandard-sized w hite sheets o f paper
that said " no s mok ing area" in
pen were taped to the si de o f the
Wabash Ca mpus Building. 623
S. Wabash Ave.
A t other build ings the noti fi cation was a memo addressed to
security o ffice rs in fo rming them
p rotocol to handle the new
drdinance . These were taped to

the doors.
T he memo said the ord inance
" was not a police matter" and
asked security officers to avoid
call ing the pol ice if so meone
was seen vio lating the ord inance . The memo also instructed
security to avo id confrontations
with smokers.
Meegan said the college is
currently printi ng signs to notify
al l persons near the entrance that
they need to s moke mo re •han 15
feet from the door.
The Office of Campus Safe ty
and Security placed ad vert isements in The C hron icle in both
the Jan. 23 issue and the current
issue. The adverti sements to ld

ot

readers of the 15 foot mandatory
d istance.
Meegan said all canisters and
ashtrays near the entrances will
be removed by the end of
February.
Both Hadac and Meegan said
that any student or faculty member w ho wants to register a complaint about any smoking violation shou ld spea k wit h the
sc hool fi rst.
Hadac said if s tudents o r faculty members are not satisfied
with the school's response to a
comp laint, they should then cal l
3 11 , the city 's non-emergency
number.

Serving Chicagoland•s art community

to

Peace it together
Pr ose

Poe t ry

Cont est
Su b je c t : Q u il tin g'. as a me ta phor f or
w orld peace .
D eadline Februar y 2 7. 2 0 0 6

CANVAS up to SO% OFF
OIL & ACRYLIC PAINTS up to 40% OFF
SELECT BRUSHES 40%- SO% OFF
ASSORTED PAPER PADS 40%- SO% OFF
EASELS up to SO% OFF
Let Chicagoland's most experienced art staff help you with your class list.
•salt runs throughftbruary 28, 2006

Len gt h : Up t o 't i v e p a ge s
I

(
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F o r rn a t : Te)(t i n 1,2 p o in t f o nt w i t h

I " margin s
Rul e -; One c1Hry per penon. ple.1 o; c
Inc l ude your n .i me .addre"~>'> . en1.a1 .1 rd
tel e phone number

P ~ izes :

I

F i rst pr i ze- $2 5 0
S econd Priz e'- $ ! 00
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I

I

714 Main Street in Evanston 847-864-0001
Ample parking at rear of store.
Good's is located 1-block west of the CTA Purple Line and Metra Union Pacific North stops.
www.goodsofevanston .com

Ope n Sun day 11 - 6, Weekdays 9- 7, Saturday 9- 6

Send wr•ttcn cntrie'> t o·
Gen e s i s at t h e C r o s sr o a ds

P. O . Bo x l OBI
C h ic ago , I L 6 06 1 ~
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Gl t~ ss
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mont h o f t he Peoct • t Tore t ht r E x h•blt
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Alum lands coveted White House beat
By Alan J. Baker

City Beat Editor

Pablo Martinez Monsivais' job
requires him to be ready in a
moment's notice and keeps him
traveling around the globe more
than three months a year to places
like Afghanistan and Iraq.
As a photographer for the
Associated Press Washington D.C.
Bureau, Martinez Monsivais' primary responsibility is keeping the
world informed on the whereabouts
and logistics of president George
W. Bush.
Martinez Monsivais was hired in
1998 by the AP and is one of II
photographers working out of the
largest AP bureau in the world. On
day one, the big story was the
Monica Lewinski trial. Martinez
Monsivais said he was not prepared
for it.
"For the first six months I went
numb," Martinez Monsivais said.
"The story just would not die."
But Martinez Monsivais credits
his humble childhood grcwing up
on 26th Street in Chicago with
helping him get through any experience, past or preser.t.
After graduating from Whitney
Young High School, Martinez
Monsivais attended the Richard J.
Daley College to earn general
elective credits he would later
transfer to Columbia.
One of these classes was an
introduction to photography that
Martinez Monsivais took because
he had alway s been interested in
the darkroom developing process.
He said with the support and
encouragement of his teacher he
was inspired to pursue the field.
"My teacher said I had much
more interest than any other students,~ Martinez Monsivais said.
"So I said, ' I got a shot at this.'"
Martinez
Monsivais
still
remembers his first photo class
afkr transferring to Co lumbia. It
wa a night course he took during
the summer while working full
dme during the day painting and
working at a factory.
Meanwhile.
Martinez
M6rlsivai~ had a friend wortdng as
a ~urlty guard at the Sch<Jol of
the Art Institute who told him
tuition Is wslved for student~ who
wmll on c»mptlt . Even thou11h he

the next semester.
After applying for a janitorial
position, Martinez Monsivais was
called in for an interview where he
was asked if he was crazy for
applying.
"They asked me why I wanted
the job, and I told them because I
want to get into school here,"
Martinez Monsivais said. '"OK,
you got the job,' they said."'
He talked his way into cleaning
the second floor of the building,
where the darkroom is located.
During his 11:30 p.m. to 7 a.m.
shift, Martinez Monsivais spent
much of the time in there, where he
used all of the supplies and
resources to his advantage.
Martinez Monsivais remained on
the job and took classes for nearly a
year and a half before stepping
down and focusing his attention on
Columbia and accepting an internship at the Chicago Sun-Times.
By the time he graduated with his
bachelor's in photography from
Colurr.oia in 1993, Martinez

Monsivais had already landed a job
with the Chicago paper and was
making more money in six months
than his father was making in a
year.
"I must have done something
right," Martinez Monsivais said.
"The Sun-Times was my grad
school, really. I grew up and
became an adult there."
For the next five years Martinez
Monsivais shot personal and intimate times and events in people's
lives which he said could be difficult.
"When I'm shooting something
tragic I feel like a complete jerk,"
Martinez Monsivais said. "But it's
absolutely necessary because it's ari
ind ication of our society."
In 1998 Martinez Monsivais took
at job at The Detroit News, where
he remained for six months before
being offered a position with the AP.
Leaving the Sun-Times was difficult for Martinez Monsivais, but he
said it was a move her was comfortable with.

*f'PIIed wllh the hope uf takln1
m!Jfe clat SAIC eonc:urrftlfly

won 't notice."

AP photographers in Washington
rotate White House duty once a
week, otherwise covering anything
from Capitol Hill to Congress to
sports games, according to Dennis
Paquin, photo editor for AP
Chicago.
The White House photographer
always accompanies the president
wherever he goes, whether it's by
bus, vanpool or Air Force One,
Paquin said.
"Your job is really at the convenience of the president," Paquin said.
"You do whatever he does, whenev-

poi nt."

1:1.,,

size up Washirigton
By Tracy Gladden

Contributing Writer

~ Aid.

Plblo Mll'tintz Montlvala, who graduattd from Columbia with 1
IH10t0Qraphy dlgrM In 1993, wot1ca at the A..oelettd Prtn
D.C. llurtau.

er he wants."
When Martinez Monsivais is on
assignment, his photos are posted
on the wire within minutes of taking
them. The AP worked out a relay
system in which memory cards are
passed along from photographers to
editors during press conferences
and immediately uploaded so photos are always being taken.
Photographers working out of
Washington have a deadline every
minute because they work for thousands of newspapers worldwide.
Martinez Monsivais said.
"I' m enjoying it and having a lot
of fun," he said. "I couldn't see
myself doing anything else at this '

Fore~ correspondents

It can be difficult enough to
decipher Washington, D.C., politics as an American journalist, let
alone as a journalist from another
country. Hundreds of foreign correspondents cover Washington
because much of American decision-making affects the rest of the
world.
To Greek correspondent
Lambros Papantoniou, covering
American politics is important
because he defends the interests
of his own country.
"Americans are not concerned
with or support Greek interests:·
Papantoniou said. " i\ m ~rkan
journalists don 't ask th~ questions
that concern [Greece!. nnd that's
why it's important to hnv~ !(>reign
journalists...
For example. liurin ~t n pr<•ss
conference
of
the
lJ .s.
Department of Stntc on Jnn. II ,
Papantonlou askcli 'lucstions
realtding an Avinn Flu epiliemk.
because the issue is mol"\! (>f 11
t \lllcern In Greece. The i~suc wns
not rallied by nthcr wrrespondents.
"It's up to you tu use y1•ur senses and u k the rl11ht question~ ltlr
your ftUdlcnct :' l'npnntnnluu

was alrndy enrolled In photo

c:l•ues at Columbl1, Martinez

"You have to keep pushing yourself," Martinez Monsivais said. "If
you don't, life wi ll pass and you

l:lHC ~orrcspn ndent Ju~tln
Webb ~aid the British a~ allrll~t
cd to A111erlcan politic~ becllust

they think the two cou ntries are
similar.
"[However]. America is in fact
culturally completely different
from Britain ," Webb said.
"Although we speak the same
language, we have virtually nothing else in common...
Webb said many British people
dislike President George W.
Bush. So he tends to side with the
president because he doesn't
want to tell British people what
they want to hear.
"I should be telling things that
are going to challenge th~m :·
Webb said.
Webb sees one major difference in how Americuns deal with
politicians. "We have n problem
in flri tain that we sometimes tn:nt
uur politicitms with too much
~~·ntt•mpt . hut here you t~ntthrm
with complete ~veren ce." he
snili.
Sometimes American report~n>
in Wnshlnp feel like lh<-y·n.·
n!porting ftom a dii!Wtnt country.
JIUlles
Warren,
tl.lrmrr
WMhington burttU chief with th11
Chiclll!tl Tl'lbun~~, ~id the Inn·

IIUII@e Ctlllld evtn Sftt11 Rnittn
"Reporting on pulitk s in
Washlngtllll fur the t hh:Atl''
Ttlbl.tnt wu alm\lllt like fun.it~n
COI'ft8pondtn~." Wemll Sllill "I
was ~IIIJ bKit to hi~:llll'' on
this vtry ~lrd.. Sll'il\&t ~~1mmu ·
nhy called the tllll\lll ~ Cllpital. ··
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Alito nomination may hit home
By Maria Sultemeier
Contributing Writer

Many Illinois groups are wondering what the possible effects will be
on controversial issues, such as abortion, if confirmation is given to
Supreme Court nominee Samuel
Alito.
On Jan. 10, day two of the Alito
hearings, Alito stated he would keep
an open mind on abortion. Much of
the controversy surrounding the
nomination stems from his 1985
statement that the Constitution does
not protect the right to an abortion.
He stated this was "a true expression
of his views at the time," but if con·
fi nned to the Supreme Court, he
would ·'approach the issue with an
open mind."
When asked about the 1973 Roe v.
Wade case, Alito stated that longstanding decisions deserve respect.

With the Roe v. Wade case marking its 33rd anniversary on Jan. 22,
the Illinois chapter of the National
Organization for Women held a press
conference at the state capital.
Ill inois NOW president Bonnie
Grabenhofer announced the organization's strategy to keep abortion
legal in Illinois.
"As the recent Supreme Court
confirmation hearings on Samuel
Alito showed us, abortion continues
to be one of the most tenuous rights
women exercise in today's political
climate," an Illinois NOW press
statement read. "Illinois is a prochoice state, yet its past legislatures
have passed many anti-abortion bills
that could become law if Roe is over·
turned."

Other groups are satisfied with
Alito as the Supreme Court nominee.
"We have supported the President,
and we support his nominees, includ-

ing Alito," said a spokesman for the
National Right to Life D.C. branch.
While there is no way to know
what will happen unless Alito is con·
finned and people can see how he
votes on issues, some believe the
abortion issue is not about Roe v.
Wade but about the right to privacy.
"People should be thinking about
the Griswold case, which proved that
right to privacy is inherent in the
Constitution," said Joe Shoemaker,
press secretary for Sen. Dick Durbin
(D-Ill). "The right to privacy is a bigger issue now than Roe v. Wade."
In the 1965 Griswold v.
Connecticut case, the Supreme Court
ruled the Constitution protected a
right to privacy. The case was based
on a law in Connecticut prohibiting
the use of contraceptives.
"We can no longer depend on nine
people in black robes to protect
choice," Grabenhofer said.

Students question Social Security
tions to keep up with the demands. to the problem.
"What I propose is an alliance
"When [the program] started,
Contributing Writer
there were more families, and fam- between the so-called Y generaThere is a question floating ili es were bigger," said Andrew tion ... and the on-coming genera·
around among offi cials in Biggs, a Social Security analyst tion [the baby boomers]," he said
Washington, D.C., about whether for the Bush administration. "Now whi le talking about his new book,
Social Security will be present by people have smaller fami lies and Social Security and the Golden
Age.
the time college students are old are paying less in."
"They enter into an alliance with
Social Security was initia lly
enough to collect. Most Democrats
are optimistic. Republicans, on the designed to be part of a "three- old people and together you have
legged stool"-pension plan, per- maybe th e two largest vot ing
other hand, are not.
Social Security, which supports sonal savings and social security bloc ks in the country joining
people 65 and older, is pay-as- used to pay bills and other expens- hands," McGovern said. " I would
you-go, mean ing each generation es- "because there was no way to suggest their fi rst target could be
currently paying in is supporting take care of old peopl e," Dye said. Social Sec urity sin ce every
the retirement generation of today. Franklin Roosevelt began the pro- American sooner or later benefits
Former Sen. George McGovern gram during the Great Depression from that or is tied in with that."
(D·S.D.) said the Social Security when many famil ies were considWhether an alliance will work
or happen is unknown. It is clear,
account currently has nearly $2 ered roor by national standards.
The
trillion in assets. While th<>' sounds
Social
Security however, that each side feels
like a lot of money, thai amount, Administration website states that someth ing needs to be done to
wh ich goes to pay elders, disabled only 7.5 million people were over keep Social Security viable for
Americans and Social Security the age of 65 when the initiative comi ng generations. Political
workers, will begin· to pay baby first started; today there are over power and infl uence wi ll play a
hoomers (those born post-World 36 mill ion. The SSA reported, "In large part in what happens not on ly
War II through the mid 1960s).
less than three years, America's 78 for today's youth, but the youth of
By the time the baby boomers million baby boomers will begin the future.
receive their money, Social to reach retirement age."
"Politics is the best game in
Sec urity will be depleted. That
"The longer [administrators] town for co nsenting adults;·
means by the time college students wait to address Social Security, the McGovern said. "We need to get
are old enough to cash in, the pro- harder it is to address the issues," the message across that politics is
gram wi ll be at a deficit, said Larry Dye said. "Trying to raise people's fun, politics is dynamic , interest·
Dye, chief of staff for the Social awareness is difficult."
ing, intriguing, yet a maddening,
McGovern has come up with fr ustrating enterprise that wil l take
Security Admini stration. And it
will be harder for future genera- what he thinks is a viable solution all you've got."
By Rob Buikema

Larry Dye, chief of stc.!f for the Social Security Administration, speaks to Columbia s tudents on
Jan. 10 about how the administration was started and where it's e xpected to go in the future.

I

Former White House Chief of Staff under Bill Clinton John
Podesta discusses issues, including political involvement, with
Columbia students a t the Center for American Progress on
Jan. 10.

Podesta encourages more
student political involvement
By Jessica Runnion
Contributing Writer

John Podesta got involved in
politics because he saw it as a
"noble profession" and a "place
where you could make a difference." As co-founder of Podesta
Associates Inc., Bill Clinton's
White House chief of staff and
president and CEO of the Center
for American Progress, he certainly has made a difference in
Washington, D.C., in more ways
than one.
Podesta started in pol itics in
1988 with his brother, handling
government relations and public
affairs.
The knowledge he gained from
his first four years at the firm was
put to use in 1992 when Podesta
join ed the Clinton campaign.
Between 1993 and 200 I he served
as senior adviser for government
information, privacy, telecommu·
nications security and regulatory
policy. He was also an assistant to
the president and deputy chief of
staff and eventually President
Cl inton's chief of staff.
From 1993 to 1995, Podesta
held various positions, including
senior policy adviser for government
informatio n,
privacy,
telecomm un ications security and
regulatory policy. From 1997 to
1998 he served as an assistant to
the president and deputy chief of
staff. From October 1998 to
January 200 I, he served as
President Clinton's ch ief of stall
While working in D.C., Podesta
always felt it was necessary for
co llege students to get involved in
politics within their own communities.
So after leaving the Wh ite
House, Podesta became president
and CEO of the Center for
American Progress, a "nonpartisan
research and educational institute
dedicated to promoting a strong,

just and free America that ensures
opportunity for all,'" according to
the organization's website.
The program brings together
college students from across the
country who want to be educated
and involved in politics. Through
blogs, campus speakers, action
grants and support of campus publications, Campus Progress gives
students a place to find the
resources and assistance they need
to make a difference on their campuses and in their government.
The company encourages stu·
dents to sign up for a blog, start
talking with other students from
across the co untry and get
involved in the various programs,
volunteer opportunities or internships offered through the Campus
Progress program .

Podesta has a lot more to worry
about than student poli tics, however. Dealing with journalists, press
secretaries and other media outlets
proved to be a ditlicult task. He
isn't afraid to speak his mind about
the progress of politics and especially the press. and believes that
the press have become ·'pussycats'"
by not being investigative enough.
Podesta also said that after the
Anth rax attacks to the Pentagon
and other prominent placrs. in
200 I , the press became weaker

and tried to ··cheerlead .. the president.
Podesta thinks the Democrats
must "'make [the] argument that
things ""' bad ly on· track"" in the
upcoming midterm electi ons and

make the point that ··reform will
not come frn m this [the
Republican] system.'" lie also
said. however, that he docs not

believe the Democratic Party has
improved much in the past few
years either.
The most important factor in the
midterm elections, Podesta said,
wi ll be the president 's approval
ratings.
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Talking to organizations that favor the
legalization of marijuana made me realize that the war on
drugs really is a
bunch of crap. I
thou ght so before,
but not with much
reason other than the
fact that I knew it
was wasting money
to try to stop people's habits. It's like
trying to stop a dog
from licking himself-it
happens
whether you like it
or not.
So first off, marijuana is not the
enemy. I knew this
already, but talking to these people
who have studied the issue just made
it clearer. It also made me realize
that the government has much more
control over citizens than I've ever
really realized.
So, if marijuana really isn't the
mad, bad drug that the DEA and
government say it is (minus the
whole inhaling smoke into your
lungs thing), I've decided there are
other issues i should be suspicious
of. I'm already wary about the whole
"don't have sex until you're mar-

ried" shtick that the government is
enforcing with the outrageously
funded abstinence-only programs.
While abstinence is a the most
effective way to avoid disease and
pregnancy, I still find many downfalls in the program. For instance,
not everyone wants to get married to
the one they love, so why should
people have to wait for a little piece
of paper and a ring to deterrnine
when they want to share intimate
feelings with someone?
And something else I've always
been leery about is the lottery. How
many people do you know who have
won the lottery? I'm guessing none.
If you do know someone, then
please let me know; I' d like to meet
that person. My guess is that there
really is no winner, just actors who
pretend to win mill ions of dollars in
the public eye, but really the government is cashing in fat dough from all
the purchased lottery tickets.
The lottery thing is a stretch, and
it's entirely possible that working on
the marijuana story has rubbed some
sort of paranoia effect onto me, but I
may be on to something. If reading
about marijuana isn't quite your
thing but getting high on music and
life is, then be sure to check out the
karaoke roundup for information on
the best places in the city to get
down with your bad self.

a title?
Even my fi rst
Col umb ia class of
the semester resulted
in a brief argument
about marriage. Why
do two people have
to be married to
spend the rest of
their lives together?
What does a piece of
paper have to do
w ith true commit ment and loyalty? I
simply don't get it.
Apparently
my
friend Adam doesn't
either.
In a drunken stupor, a few friends of
mine got together
last weeken d an d
decided to fly to Vegas for a few
night s o f drunken debauchery. I
admired their spontaneity until I
realized just how spontaneous they
were. My good friend Adam has
been after a cute bartender named
Jen for a few months and they
recently starting dating- ! mean, I
think th ey we re dating. Th is is
where the whole title thing comes
in handy, I suppose.
Anyway, I get a drunken call from
Adam one night and was shocked
when I heard what he told me.
" I got married," he slurred. " Jcn
signed a prenup on a napkin."
After they sobered up, 1 asked
Adam if they were going to get the
marri age a nnulled. lie didn't seem
too concerned, and, really, whut
dues it matter'/

Aside from the skyrocketing
costs of divorce, who cares if
they're married? If they both think
it 's funny, and all their friends think
it's fun ny, what harrn is it causing?
Ever since I started dating at the
young age of 15, I needed a title in
order to be satisfied- "You 're my
boyfriend, or you' re outta here."
And as I got older, a title just
seemed to help make everything
more clear. Saying "Oh. he's just
this guy I'm sleeping with" rarely
goes over well. But as time goes by,
I realize that it doesn ' t really matter.
Two adults can decide to spend
the rest o f thei r lives toget her
monogamous ly and not get married; two adults can hang out regularly, have amazing sex and not
rush to define things. Because, honestl y, that's w hen things fa ll apart.
Having a formal title may not be
a terrible thing . It helps during
introductions and such, but I know
so many people who spend more
time panicking over "what we are"
rather than focusing on the developing relationship.
For the first time in my life. I'm
complet ely content not knowing
exactly what is what. I'm satisfied.
Maybe it's because of my busy
sc hedu le. Maybe it 's hccuusc I' m
tired of dramatic re lat ionships wit h
men. Either way, I' m calli ng off the
search for u label, and embracing
the "Que Sera, Sera" atti tude that
Doris Day snng uhout ages ago .
Whatever may be, may he .
Amen, s ister.

Pot and
•
paranoia
After working on a story about
marijuana for a week, I have come to
understand why some people have
such paranoia of the government and
believe in conspiracies. Marijuana
and many other drugs have not
always been illegal and were even
recommended for health and used on
a regular basis. For example, I
learned in my human sexuality seminar that heroin used to be sold overthe-counter, and doctors told
patients that it was "a perfect
guardian of health."

I'll check
your box
For some reason or another,
Americans have a need for everything to be either up or down, black
or white-defi ned clearly to avoid
confusion.
While people in my class bitch
about the plus/minu s grade
scale,("Why can' t it just be an A or
a B? This A- shit sucks"). people in
the business world beat each other
up over a better titl e, better salary, a
desk with a view. We are so caught
up in checking a box and winning a
prize that we rarely notice what is
actually going on around us, and,
when it comes to relationships, this
couldn't be more true. Married'!
Single? In a Relations hip'/ Our status on Myspace and Facebook
holds more weight than the relationship itself. But, really, what 's in
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Last Monday was an interesting day in southem California. The area experienced not one, b\lt
two high speed car chases; and they were captured on live television.
The first chase was lead by a classy man who
stole a silver Volkswagen Golf at knifepoint and
then took the California Highway Patrol for a
ride as he drove south down some highway we
don 't care about for a little over an hour. The car
eventually came to a stop after tire-flattening
spike strips punctured a wheel and the car ran
out of gas. The driver then surrendered peacefully, and police took him into custody.
Immediately following the live excitement of
the first chase, the news cut to another one a little farther north in Los Angeles. A woman with
lower car standards stole an older, white .vehicle
and led cops through a maze of streets, stopping
once to let someone o'u t of the car. This chase
unfortunately only lasted half an hour, and this
suspect also lamely surrendered without a fight.
So our question is: Where ya goin' the~; Mr.
and Ms. Carjacker? Maybe your parents subjected you to days of watching ridiculous movies in
your dank basement, and it left you idiotic lllld
· out of touch with reality. But really, can you
name one movie where a car chase ended successfully?
We wou ld love to see a car chase that lasted so
long the cops just decided to let \he driver win:
'cause damn, they sure are tired. But this isn 't 2
Fust. 2 Furious and you're not Paul Walker
(whic h you should he oh-so-grateful for). But
you're still a jack11ss, t111d we' ve got TV cover·
ago to prove it. - T. B~yne
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Pretty Entertaining
VeryQood

Word Up.

T he state of C alifornia: Two highspeed police chases in one day
t>quals great afternoon entertainment. Especially when one of the
outlaws is able to stop to drop off a
passenger. Way to go, LAPD!
Los Angeles L akers' Assistant
Coach Tex Winter : Amid the blind
praise of Kobe Bryant's 8 1-point
outburst against the Toronto
Raptors, old Tex served as the
voice of reason, correctly observing, "I don 't think you can win a
championship that way."
Johnnie Walker Black Label:
Sure, it's a little more expensive.
But spending those few ~xtra dollars is totally worth it for one of
the best Scotches this side of
Scotland.
Ka raoke: In the spirit of the feature included in The Word, karaoke
pretty much rocks. Give me five
beers and watch me blow you
away with my "Twist 'n' Shout."
U-Pass: The CTA's price hike and
its cut of free transfers has made
the U-Pass that much sexier.

U-Pass: Lordy, lordy, I'm riding
every train and bus I see now that
my broke-ass doesn' t have to pay
two dollars like the rest of the
chumps who aren 't in school.
School s uppli es: Ohman, 1 can 't
get enough of that fun, waxy
crayon smell as I get psyched to
see which class l might be making colorful dioramas in this
semester.
C rossword puzzles with a dirty
word theme : Take Human
Sexuality Seminar and you 'll
know what I'm talking about.
Lisa L oeb: "# I Single," Loeb's
new T V show on E' , proves this
fo ur-eyed ch ick is adorable and
should be anything but single.
J ell-0 Cas tles: Mmmm ... some
carni vorous fol k may enjoy the
though t of a castle made out of
meat, but I favor a jiggly, fru ity
home.

School supplies: Going down the
school supplies aisle is always fun
no matter how daunting the new
semester may be. I recommend getting the Cuddly Cuties folders with
adorable puppies and kittens on
them, because nothing says
"Interpretive Reponing I0 I" like a
tiny little kitten.
" 24" the movie?: Kiefer Sutherland
mentioned the idea of having a
movie based on the television show
"24" during a recent press conference. The show in itself is so
delightfully stressful that a movie
adaptation would make my head
explode with glee.
U-Pass: The CTA can kiss my ass
now that I have my U-Pass. Two
dollars in their faces.
Bizar ro Superman : I really wish
Superman's intellectually challenged
super clone Bizarro would be in the
new Superman Returns movie.

Bizarro says "bad-bye" instead of
"goodbye," which makes Bizarro
one of the greatest villains in comic
book history.
MTV 's " Next": This dating show
blows all other dating shows away
by scrapping what's at the bottom of
the barrel in tenns of the dating
pool. Straights, gays and lesbians are
all there, and things often get wildly
hilarious.

': f edro Ochoa, owner of Ochoa 's Sporting Goods, 1649 W. 18th St., looks over his merchandise during a quiet evening
6 n Jan. 24. Ochoa has been at his location for 42 years, specializing in baseball and soccer goods rangi ng from shin guards
lind gloves to bal ls and trophies.
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In the Novy now

'Annapolis' tackles the rigors of the Naval Academy but may not get it right
By Sam Libretti/Associate Editor
Annapolis, a new film that takes
a look at the hardships of training at
the United States Naval Academy,
joins a list of high-profile
Hollywood productions that have
attempted to provide an account of
what it 's like to be in one of the
most elite militaries in the world.
The film, which opened Jan. 27,
stars James Franco (Spider-Man.
Tristan & Isolde) as a young man
who fulfills a dream of being
accepted to the Naval Academy,
which is located in Annapolis, Md.
He soon realizes that getting in is
only the beginning, and that to
emerge as one of the Navy's elite,
he must compete in and win a Navy
boxing championship. In his way is
a tough midshipman, played by
model-turned-actor Tyrese Gibson
(Baby Boy. 2 Fast 2 Furious).
While the fi lm has taken steps to
showcase what a prestigious institution the Naval Academy is, the
academy itself wasn't so sure about
the production's approach. In fact,
the school has gone out of its way
not to endorse the film.
Judy Campbell, a spokeswoman
with the Naval Academy's Public
Affairs office, issued a statement
that said the film "does not realistically portray the Naval Academy or
how we develop and train future

Navy and Marine Corps officers."
The statement went on to claim
that the Naval Academy provided
the fi lmmakers with access to actual academy midshipmen and
offered script notes, but that in the
end, "the fi lmmakers made the
decision to shoot the film elsewhere
and forego further contact with the
Naval Academy."
Alex Nikonchuk, a Chicagoan
who spent six years in the Navy and
was stationed in Vi rginia, said that
for the most part, many of
Hollywood's military films aren 't
accurate.
" I think the bottom line is that
Hollywood is going to show whatever they think will make the most
money," he said. " If they spend
time with the military doing
research and what they find is too
boring to make a good script.
they' !i just make the movie that
they want to make without looking
at the facts."
Nikonchuk said that even though
he is a Navy alumnus, he probably
won't see Annapolis.
"No way would I spend nine
bucks on that," he said. "Being in
the military isn 't like compet ing in
high school with a bully, where you
have to beat him in order to gain
respect. If you' ve signed up to

Help create a fa m ily.
Chicago's first and most highly·
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors w ill

take medication and undergo a minor surgical
Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAl SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between

ages of 21-35 who have giloen birth to at least one child.

defend your country, everybody
there will have mutual respect for
one another."
Nikonchuk cited Top Gun, the
1986 Tom Cruise film about young
pilots in the Naval Flying School,
as another example of how
Hollywood will over-dramatize
events for the big screen.
"The scene where they engage
enemy pilots near the end of Top
G un is a great scene to watch,"
Nikonchuk said. " But in real life, it
would never happen like that. First
of all, it takes a lot more than what
they show to even prepare a plane
to fire a shot. And in peace time,
automatically engaging an aircraft
just doesn't happen."
In regard to the elite status of
Naval
Academy
graduates,
Nikonchuk confirmed that it was
not easy to earn acceptance to the
Annapolis school- for the most
part.
" I knew a lot of people who came
from there," he said. "And you definitely need to be in pretty good
shape, mentally and physically, to
make it there. But just like any
other elite school, there's ways of
making it through while fl ying
under the radar. I definitely knew
some morons who were graduates
of the Naval Academy."

Pictures

Lt. Cole (Tyrese Gibson) and Jake Huard (James Franco) butt
heads in the Naval Academy's boxing tournament in 'A nnapolis.'
In spite of the errors of fact that more kids asking questions about
Annapolis and other military films how they can sign up," he said.
like it may contain, when the mili- " Especially when we visit high
tary is showcased on the big screen, schools. A movie about the Navy is
it can lead to an increase in interest bound to make people more interested, even if it's not to go join the
from possible recruits.
Navy FC2 Joseph Redemske, Naval Academy."
who works for a local Navy recruitRedemske said he probably
ing station, said that in the weeks would see Annapolis, even though
and months following the release of it may not be totally realistic.
a major motion picture about the
" I'm still interested, even though
military, he will see a higher per- it probably follows the form o(glocentage of interested parties.
rifying only what the filmmakers
"Over the next few months, I saw as a vision of the miliiary."
wouldn't be surprised if we see a lot

t'll

Musicions bond
together for benefit

Gary Schepers has been helping out Chicago ven ues for decades-now it's their turn to give back
By Tiffany Breyne/A&E Editor

Gary Schepers may not be a
well-known name, and his status
may not be that of a rock star, but
multiple musicians, including
Wilco's Jeff Tweedy, have lined up
to play benefit shows in his honor.
Schemers is probably a guy more
involved in your life than you
would think if you have ever
attended shows at venues across the
city such as Abbey Pub, Lounge
Ax, The Hideout, The Empty Bottle
and more. As a soundman,
Schemers has helped set up shows
and form friendships with local
musicians and venue workers in
Chicago over the past two decades.
On Dec. 11 Schemers' worked a
show at the Abbey Pub despite pain
and swelling on his left foot. After
the show, Schemers asked for directions to the nearest hospital to pick
up some antibiotics but instead
received life-changing news.
Doctors informed him that his
foot was infected with a flesh-eating bacteria causing a gangrene
infection. Had he waited 12 hours
longer to get medical hc!p, he
would have lost his leg. In addition

to the infection, Schemers discovered that he had type 2 diabetes.
As if the news of his medical
misfortunes isn't enough, Schemers
doesn't have health insurance to
help pay for the bills he racked up
after spending 24 days in the hospital. Friends and local musicians
have gathered together to create a
series of benefit shows that, so far,
have contributed thousands of dollars to the donation fund, aptly
called the Gary Schemers Trust, in
hopes of alleviating the mounting
bills.
"He thought he 'd get some
antibiotics and go home and pay a
couple hundred dollar hospital
bill," said Kelly Hogan, a musician
and friend of Schemers.' "Instead
it's a six-figure hospital bill and rising. Just being a musician, nobody I
know [has health insurance), unless
they marry into somebody who has
a day job. You just can't afford it.
It's ridiculous."
According to an article printed
earlier this month in the Chicago
Read~t , Schemers is originally
rrom Oklahoma. He studied music

and played tuba in college and
began his Chicago career as a
soundman at Pravda Sound, owned
by Stan Doty, sound engineer for
Wilco, in the '80s. Schemers was
around to help out for Bloodshot
Records ' first concens a decade ago
and eventually staned his sound
freelancing around the city.
Schemers doesn't just participate
behind the scenes at shows. He also
plays tuba in Devil in a Woodpile,
an acoustic blues band that plays
shows every Tuesday night at The
Hideout, and in The Prohibition
Orchestra of Chicago, a band that
plays dance songs rrom 1923 to
1934.
Hogan got to know Schemers
before she moved to Chicago nine
years ago when she came to town
with her various traveling bands.
She and her bandmates relied on
Schemers and other sound guys to
produce great sound at their shows,
but Hogan said he also left a good
impression on her that helped fo rge
a friendship after she moved to the
city and joined the local music
scene.

Gary Schepers, local soundman and tuba player in Devil in a
Woodpile, was recently diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.
" I affectionately call him the
cream-filled cactus," Hogan said.
"He's a big guy; he has a very hilarious dry sense of humor. He comes
out kind of Eyorc-esque sometimes, but he's got a hean of gold
and a creamy center, and I love him
to death."
Schemers ' impressionable personality and reputation around
Chicago have made it easy for people to volunteer their time and
space so that Hogan and others,
including Nan Warshaw, owner of
Bloodshot Records, could set up the
shows.
Seven
performances
have
already iaken place at some of the
venues that Schemers has worked
at over the years, including a soldout show at Abbey Pub featuring
Jeff Tweedy and Devil in a
Woodpile. An eighth show will take
place Feb. 4 at The Hideout, with
musicians
Freakwater,
Jim
Elkington and Deanna Varagona

scheduled to play.
"He's definitely a veteran," said
Matt Rucins, Schubas talent buyer.
'"I mean he goes by, (and) basically
is recognized by his first name."
Rucins said he's known
Schemers for six years, and he 's
considered the sixth man around
the place, filling in whenever he
was needed and perfon•ing with
his band. Rucins said the whole
process was a "grassroots thing,"
and that he was willing to help by
providing show time on Jan . 27. at
a Bottle Rockets concert playing to
a sold-out crowd.
Schemers is currently residing in
a nursing home and is wheelchairbound until his foot heals rrom the
bacteria and he is able to get around
on his own.
To find out more information
about the benefit shows and how to
help Gary Schemers, visit
Mvw bloodshotrecords.com.
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Brief encounters of odifferent kind
Do people encounter God during a near-death experience, or is if just a trick of the mind?
By Hunter Clauss/A&E Editor
n 1994, Diane Willis was sitting at home reading the
Chicago Tribune whe n it
happened. The article she was
reading, " Beyond the crystal
ball" by Marya Smith about local
psychic and spiritual author
Sonia Choquette, began to do
something Willis hadn 't expected.
"I was reading this article, and
as I was going along, the first
thing that I noticed was that I
started feel ing !ove flowing out
of the pict ure [and] into my
chest," Willis said. " It was like a
waterfall o f love just flowing.
For some reason or another I didn' t get freaked by that, but I
thought, 'Gee, thi s is interesting.
This is really funny.'"
As she continued to read the
article, the newspaper continued
to act unusually. According to
Willis, the edges of the paper
became "shimmery like a road on
a hot summer day."
"The whole article lifted off the
page and came at me and that got
my attention , and I freaked,"
Willis said. "It was really bizarre."
Willis had a near-death experience without having been injured
or hospitalized. This event, as
well as others, would later influence her to found the Chicago
chapter of the International
Association
of Near-Death
Studies, a nonprofit group that
promotes public discussion and
acceptance of these rare experiences through its monthly meetings and lectures.
Janice Ho lden, the president of
the lANDS, has never had a neardeath experience but is interested
in par'!J!Ormal and mystical experiences such as Willis'. The
Chicago associati on is affil iated
with and receives information
from JANOS, but is completely
independent otherwise.
Aside from her 1994 experi-

I

Since her near-death experience, Diane Willis is no longer afraid of dying. She believes that what awaits her on the other side is
more 'real' than life on Earth.

ence with the newspaper, Willis
also went through another neardeath event. Through a series of
events ,
Willis
di scovered
Transitions, a spiritual book store, and decided to vis it it one
day when she had time. Upon
arriving at the store, she found
out that Choquette was going to
be speaking and signing copies
of her book The Psychic Pathway
that following Sunday.
Intrigued and curious , Willis
and her husband attended the
spiritual author's signing.
"I got in line to have her sign
my book, and she took one look
at me, and she said, 'Oh your
energy is enormo us, ' " Willis
sai d . "She sa id,
' You' re supposed
to be doing somethin g.' She said,
' Your soul is cons tant ly in joy.'
Anyway, she kept
sayin g those things
ove r and over
again ,
and
I
thought 'Oh, yeah
rig ht, lad y. She
probably says that
to everybody." '
In ad ditio n to
buying Choquette's
book , Willis pu rchased a set of
three
medi tation
tapes in hopes of
lea rn ing
more
abo ut what had
happened to her.
Willis,
who
attended a Luthcrun
high schoo l us a
young woman, said
she wus not fumilinr
with meditation nor
did she exac tl y
believe in it, but
Jo.h CoVIrrubl. .fThe Chronicle
she wu s willina to
give it u try. S he
Near-death experiences can strike at any
begun meditutina,
und uflcr three duy•
moment.

Willis began to notice things she
had not realized before.
" After a few days, all of a sudden I had complete memories of
having meditated thousand of
times in just an instant," Willis
sa id. " I could remember doing it,
and I thought, ' What kind of a
trick is this?"'
Then during another meditation session weeks later, Willis
heard the voice on the mediation
tape say, "Let your heart go out
around the world," which caused
Willis to see her heart stretch
"about eight feet in diameter."
Willis remained calm and felt
herself being pulled through a
black tunnel until she confronted
a white light.

one area that Holden researches
is veridical perception, which is
when a person goes through an
out-of-body experience and can
recall specific details about his or
her surroundings while unconscious or in a near-death state.
Holden recalled an example of
veridical perception in which a
woman had a heart attack and was
brought into an emergency room
of a hospital. While the woman
was unconscious, she had an outof-body experience in which she
saw a tennis shoe on the hospital's
top-floor ledge. A social worker
who heard about the woman's
claims checked the ledge and discovered the tennis shoe.
"That's just one of many anec-

"Lots of weird things can happen
when your brain is really stressed
out under unusual circumstances."
" I knew immedi ately that this
was God ," Will is said about the
wh ite light. "I fe lt really embarrassed. I tried to hide beca use I
thought I wasn 't good enough to
see God and I was assured, ' no,
no, no that wasn 't the case.' I
communicated with the light
telepathically, and I knew I was
being blessed und sent buck to do
something."
When Willis awoke, she said
she felt mussive amount s o f love
us well as a different outlook on
li fe on Earth.
" You look at things completely
different," Willis s uid. "Before, I
was totall y in vol ved in being
here on Earth, but when I carne
bock I knew that thi s wus not
home, and I knew thut this is not
real. The other side wus much
more real than th is."
In addition to listenin g to sto·
rieMfrom people who huvc 11ono
throuah ncar-death experiences,

dotes that are in the professional
literature ," Holden said. ''These
kind of phenomena, probabl y
more than any other aspect of the
experience, provides a window
of opportun ity to establ ish the
objective reality o f near-death
experiences."
Veridi ca l perception, Ho lden
said , demo ns trates that consciousness is not chained to the
body and that the two are somehow separate .
While Holden believes that the
study of veridical perception finn ly establishes the disassociation of
consciousness from the body,
associate professor Satoru Suzuki
of Northwestern University 's
Psychology Department ofl'ers
another explanation.
"The brain is ulwuys trying to
make sense based on the frame o f
mind thut you huve," he suid,
pointing out thAI when n person
Is aolng through II situation ho o r

she has not experienced before,
the brain will try to make sense
of it according to a person's cultural or religious background,
which would explain why some
people interpret a white light as
being God.
" Lots of weird things can happen when your brain is really
stressed out under unusual circumstances," Suzuki said.
He also pointed out that if the
brain is stimulated in a certain
way, the perception of an out-ofbody experience could take place.
"The fact that you know where
your toes are and your fingers
are, it 's not an automatic thing,"
Suzuki said. "It's processed by
the brain. When that area gets
screwed up or you stimulate that
area, you can have a distorted
body perception like you feel
you ' re look ing at your toes from
20 feet away."
Suzuki also points out that
whether a person really encounters God or a dead relative while
in a near-death experience can
never be proven one way or
another. Just because a person
believes he or she saw God doesn 't mean that is what actually
happened, Suzuk i said.
Although Suzuki offers another outlook on th is experience,
Willis is still dedicated in gathering information and passing it
al ong to others wi th similar
experiences or to those who just
may be curious.
"I came back with a rea l drive
to help people know that we
don't die," Willis suid. "A lot of
people don ' t talk about it because
they arc afraid people will think
that they nrc crazy. Bccnuse
when t.h cy start talking about it,
people who do n' t know what
they're talking about tell them
they're crazy. But they're not. So
there's 11 big need for ft place like
th i~. "
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'Geek' hos tips for
doting beouties
Former reality-TV contestant offers a few
tips for guys trying to score a date
By Maureen Ryan/KRT

If you're a little on the nerdy side and
you need tips on dealing with the opposite
sex, why not get them from a guy who
just had a crash course in de-geeking? ·
Last fall , Joe Block, a 24-year-old
University of Chicago grad, took time off
from getting his doctorate in mechanical
engineering at Northwestern University to
take part in "Beauty and the Geek 2." The
reality show pairs hot ladies with brainy
guys in the hopes that each group will
learn something from the other, and the
first edition of"Beauty" was a surprisingly entertaining- and successful- show
for the WB network.
"Beauty," which returned Jan . 12, is not
a dating show, but Block says that through
his teammate on the show and the other
women in the "Beauty" mansion , he
learned a lot about how to present a better
image to the opposite sex. Here are just a
few of the things he learned:
• Try to create at least a little mystery
about yourself; don ' t always o ffer tons of
information up front. A lot of geeks "ar~
very nice guys and go out of their way to
do nice things, and girl s sometimes take
that and run with it. In the end, you have
to be a tittle bit of a challenge" or you risk
"falling into the friend zone," Block said.
• Check out how you're standing. "How
you carry yourself- your posture, how you
shake hands- all of that is important."
• Don' t get hung up on setting up big,

o ffi cial "dates." " Meeting up with friends
and/or in group settings is less awkward."
Be open-minded about whom you
will or won't date. "Sometimes guys limit
their possibi lities by saying, ' I only like
girls who like this or that.' You ' ll find a
lot of geeky guys are very pi cky. It 's good
to know what you want , but there are pros
and cons to everything and everyone,"
Block noted.
Dress better. "A lot o f guys get
stuck in wardrobe ruts, and they' re not
willing to change." Be willing to change
and to listen to hair and fashion advice
from those you trust.
•
Nobody's perfect. Even attractive
people feel insecure at times. "The girls
would look at pictures of themse lves and
point out all these things that were wrong
with them- things guys would never
think of," Block said, which was '•k ind of
shocking."
Avoid cheesy pickup lines. Just initiate a short conversation with someone
who catches your eye at a bar, but then
move on in a quick but friendly way. You
never know, that person might seek you
out later. " For every one out of I 0 times
that works, it's worth it."
Take chances. " What was holding a
lot of guys [on the show] back was the
fear of fa ilure," Block said. But he
learned that "even if you do m es~ up,
you' ll still be all right. "
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For your chance to win a pass
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What recent film featured actress Sanaa Lathan
going up against two of cinema's
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Bring your answer to the
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FEATURES
Joe Block thinks that geeks, like the one shown above, can learn a thing or two
from the WB's 'Beauty and the Geek.'

SOMETHING NEW OPENS NATIONWIDE
ON FEBRUARY 3RD!
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Karaoke Fever
Whether it's inspired by
downing a couple of drinks or
finding the ultimate song,
m any late-night bar hoppers
are handing in their tickets to
step up to the microphone
and cut loose through
karaoke. While there are plenty of places to watch people
try their luck at Johnny Cash
or Prince, The Chronicle has
put together some noteworthy
bars and pubs that work at
providing some of the best
Story by Hunter Clauss
Photography by Eric Davis and
.\1ichael J arecki
Graphics by j oshu O\·arrubias

Hidden Cove

Carol's Pub

Trader Todd's

Located at 5336 N. Lincoln Ave.,
Hidden Cove is decked out in bright ligh ts and
island-themed decorations. Drinks are moderately priced and sometimes served by women in
bikinis, which can either be a good thing or a
really depressing thing.
This bar has plenty of room to accommodate even the largest of parties, and if the
whole gang ~nts to sing at the same time, the
stage is definitely up to the challenge considering that it's larger than most.
Karaoke begi ns later in the eve ning,
every night. Newcomers who may be a bit shy
can try their luck during the weekdays when it 's
not a-; hu~y. hut adventure seekers can find a
capti vated audience over th e weekend.
Bartender !l ector Hernandez enjoys
watching people sing karaoke and has o ne regular he enjoys watching a little bit more.
''There's this one guy wh,o comes here
who plays the harmon.,,.. I fernand e~. said. " I fe
hrings his own, and he plays a long with the
music . lie docs the Rolling Sto nes Iandi th e
Doors. lie's pretty good."
One aspe;ct of the II idden Cove that
makes I lernan dcz proud is the di versi ty of people who stop hy.
" We get different crowds," he said. " We
gt-1 the older people. We get young people, and
this is a nice place to ..:c t a drink and chill out
for a while."

Aside from havi ng your 10 checked by
a doorman who looks like he could possibly be
a bounty hunter. this country and western di ve
bar, located at 4659 N. Clark St.. is so laid-bac k
that it makes for an excellent karaoke ex perience for anyone who may be new or shy.
Carol 's hosts karaoke every Thursday
night and has one o f the finest selections of
country and western music to choose from, as
we ll as more mainstrea m stuff like the Be!'ich
Boys or A lic ia Keyes.
While this bar is filled with some of the
most colorful regulars in C hicago, Carol's also
attracts younger crowds that pack the place during karaok e night.
Owner Carol Harri s be lieves that the
general mood of the bar lends itself to what
makes karaoke special there.
" It ~cems li ke people arc more down to
earth," llarri s said. "They're more frh:ndly.
They' re normal people if that makes sense."
Harris docsn 't sing much but enjoys watching
her custo mers step up to the mic.
"llclicvc it or not, I get u big kick out of
it," she said. " It 's th eir moment, und they don' t
rcu ll y cure how they net. They're theirself."
In nddition to kurnuke, Cuml's ulso hus
n pool tuhl c. I .ike kurnoke , though, it usuull y
gels snatched llfl prett y 411ickly. So 11et there
curl y.

Famous for bei ng co-owned by Don
Gibb, who is better known as Ogre from the
Revenge of the Nerds movies, Trader Todd's
prov ides karaoke every night to a crowd that
consists of lots of sports fans and yuppies.
''Basically, we' ve kind of made karaoke
cool," said general manager Clef Hagerman.
Trader Todd 's, 3216 N. Sheffield Ave.,
didn't always have karaoke every night of the
week. It originally started having it only once a
week, but as it grew in popularity the bar
expanded its karaoke night throughout the week.
" It g ives them a chance to be a rock star,"
Hagennan said.
According to Hugennan, what makes a
good kuruokc perfonmmee isn't so much n person's voice, it hus everything to do with " stnge
presence."
" It 's no t Inking yourself seriously nnd
not worrying ubout whnt an ybody else is think·
ing about you," he said.
To he lp lower inhibitions or tmxicty
over knrnokc, Truder Todd's otl'ers such drinks
us the Pnin Killer und the SoColudn, which are
sun: tu get anyone d;mk tilst.

Holid~y

Club

This swanky bar, which experienced
some national attention in late 2005 when
Jennifer Aniston and Vince Vaughn stopped by
after a day of shooti.ng their movie The Break
Up, breaks out the karaoke mic every
Wednesday night starting around 9:30p.m.
Holiday Club, which is located at 4000
N. Sheridan Road., has heavy influences from
the Rat Pack and is split into two rooms: the
front room geared toward sports fans with TVs
tuned into a game, and the back room having
more of an alternative feel with DJs spinning
and televisions turned to Adult Swim.
Til$: music selection at Holiday Club is
diverse and includes tunes from the J. Geils
Band to the Beastie Boys.
"You want to keep things lively," said
Phil Cook, general manager of Holiday Club.
"You don't want to listen to someone sing some
mellow song and make everyone go to sleep."
Cook enjoys watching people step up to
the mic and sing their favorite songs, and he
always gets a hoot out of anything people dO to
liven up the crowd.
"It seems like over here people like to
do it in groups, where someone will be singing,
and they' ll have three or four background
dancers that goof around," Cook said.
In addition to karaoke, Holiday Club
has a pool table, a jukebox that seems to have
everything and one of the best Long Island iced
teas in Chicago.

Louie's Pub
This hot spot on 1659 W. North Ave.
hosts karaoke six nights a week, starting around
9 p.m. on Sundays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. Karaoke
nights have caught on well with local residents
and fill up pretty quickly, so the inexperienced
may feel a bit discouraged. The music selection,
though, is well worth i.t with over 10,000 titles
to choose from.
·
"They get to act out that childhood
dream of becoming a star," said general manager Abram Sanaoval about his reg ulars. "It's very
entertaining. A lot of people have their staple
song [that] they can execute fairly well."
This pub has cordless mic, a nice detail that can
' allow the singer to run around the room or get
the whole crowd in on the action.
" Everyone participatt:s," Sanaoval said.
" It's one big party."
Sanaoval thinks that karaoke is appealing because it doesn't matter what state of mind
a person is in.
"When people are sad, they sing; when
they're happy, they sing," Sanaoval said. " It
goes hand-in-hand with drinking. It's universal."

Sidekicks
This late-hour bar provides karaoke
every night of the week and tends to get packed
over the weekend, so it's a good idea to get
there as early as possible.
Karaoke started at Sidekicks, 4424 W.
Montrose Ave., about 15 years ago when it was
offered to draw in customers. The event caught
on and was later expanded to every night of the
week.
"As far as I know, we were about the
first bar around, if not in the city, that did it,"
said Joe Lonsfoote, general manager for
Sidekicks.
Sidekicks is laid-back and has a nice
mixture of both new and experienced singers.
There's plenty of room to enjoy a drink with
·friends or to try out the Buffalo wings. There
are also arcade games to play if a trio of drunken frat boys start singing "Walk Like an
Egyptian."
"A lot of customers we have are customers that go out a lot, and they come here
every couple of months or so and sing one or
two songs because it's different or fun,"
Lonsfoote said. "Other people are regulars who
are constantly here and constantly singing the
same songs, and I have no idea what would
bring them out or keep them coming."

,
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Queen Lotifoh lives Iorge in 'Lost Holidoy'
Rapper-turned-actress talks about new movie, what she would do with three weeks to live
By Roger Moore/KRT
Queen Lati fah took the name
''Queen" long before she was
famous. But at 35, the former
Dana Owens of Newark, N.J.,
looks more and more Iike the sovereign of all she surveys.
She has a new movie, an ambitious remake of Last Holiday, a
comedy about Georgia Byrd, a
woman who only starts to live
when she discovers she's about to
die . This downbeat comedy, a
remake of a classic Alec Guinness
film of the 1950s, co-stars Gerard
Depardieu. LL Cool J and
Timothy Hutton.
Question: What did you like
about Georgia Byrd?
Lati fah: I liked her heart, her sadness. I think I could identify- we
can all identify-with those
things we want to do with our
lives, the things we never got
around to. She's sweet. She's shy.
I'm not like that at all, and I kind
of liked that about her.
You touched on the fact that
this is a sad story, and some of
that comes unintentionally. This
was shot in New Orleans, preKatrina.
The first time I sat through the
finished film, I cried. I won't lie.
You see all these places we
filmed. all those people we got to
know. I had been looking at find-

ing a place down there myself.
What a gorgeous city. No other
place like it. But now, it just adds
to what I think of as a sort of a
melancholy movie. My fans have
come to expect a little bit of
everything from me. Hopefully,
they'll want to see that side of me
too. And hopefully, people will be
reminded of what a special place
New Orleans is and how we
should put it back the way it was.
You seem like somebody who
has lived and accomplished a
lot of what you wanted out of
life. What would you do if you
were given three weeks to live?
You know, people are gonna ask
that when the movie's about a
character who finds that out, and
I have to say, I'd do just what
Georgia did. I'd look after my
friends and family. I'd give it all
away-everything while I was
still living. That 's the way to do
that. I'd travel , like Georgia did.
Not to .;orne big resort . but to
Africa or somewhere I'd never
been. But there's an awful lot I
haven 't gotten around to that I
sure want to do. I hope I get a
chance to do it all.
This movie gave you the chance
to sort of relive the shock of
what it must have been like the

first time price was no object in
deciding how to spend money.
Any moments at the Hotel
Pupp (the Czech resort where
some of the film is set) or elsewhere that gave you nashbacks?
Oh, I don't know about that. I
started young. And when I first
got famous and started to see
some money, I spent it. You don't
tell a teenage girl who grew up
with nothing not to spend her
money when she gets some. I
bought me a Jeep Wranglertalked my partner into buying
one, too. Had to get rid of it; terrible gas mileage, but it was fun .
I got me a gold tooth, because
everybody in hip-hop had to have
one'a those. Then I lost it. And
that and the Jeep showed me that
material things don't matter, that
they don't last. Good lesson to
learn when you're young.
That's very Georgia-like, too. It
kind of gets at why people seem
to root for you in-person and in
the movies.
I hope I come off as down-toearth. I' m not this scary, unapproachable person. I live my life.
I enjoy the same things everybody else enjoys. I' m not somebody who's at home in a Grand
Hotel Pupp.

Queen Latifah samples some of the finer things in life when she
finds out she has three weeks to live in 'Last Holiday.'
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smoking experiences.

Pot:
Talks about the controversial drug are
still budding
Continued From Front Page
teacher at Columbia anJ author of Deep
Spirit and Great Heart: Living in
Marijuana Consciousness, publishing a
book like The Marijuana-Logues is a feat
with a double-edged sword.
··1 certainly think people have a right and
' hould have the right to write and publish
whatever they want to," Silverstein said. "I
think people who are opposed will jump on
this book and not pick out o ther literature
on marijuana."
According to Silverste in , marijuana
wasn't made illegal in the United States
until the 20th century. Before that time,
hemp was grown on plantations- including George
Washington' s- sh ip sail s
were made out of hemp and
some constituti onal docum ents
were written on hemp paper.
Along with the term "reefer madness," Silverstein said that weed ga ined its
negative image when American c itizens
opposing Mexican immigra tio n to the
states spread word that Mexicans were
bringing with them this dangerous weed
that would make people do terrible th ings
and put them in a crazed sex mode .
Following the propaganda against mari Juana, the Drug Enforcemen t Agency was
formed and put on a mission to tell the
public of marijuana and o ther drugs ' negative effects on people.
"This allowed them to get more money
and mcrease their organi zation , and that
eventually turned into the war on drugs,"
Stlverst~in said. " Which right now is a
multt-btlhon dollar industry, and there 's so
many people making money off the war
that it's hard for them to hear that marijuana •s not what they think it is."
~ The fight to make marijuana legal again,
or whatever reason, is opposed not on! y
by organizations like the DEA or government officials but also health advocates.
Prevention First, an Illinois drug preven~on ..organization, thinks that legalizing
8 TIJUana for any purposes can have

harmful effects on people 's health.
Eleven states in America have made
marijuana legal for medic inal purposes,
but only one city in the entire country has
made it legal to carry up to one ounce of
marijuana for no n-medicinal reasons.
Denver residents recently had a bill passed
for the city to allow legal possession within the city, though the state of Colorado
still considers it unlawful to carry marijuana. Supporters of the bill hope that
this will open the doors for more
national acceptance and encouragement of marijuana legalization .
"There are people that
think marijuana should be

fact s on marijuana and what it does to the
body.
According to facts Marshall found, the
marijuana produced today is 30
times more potent than when it
was produced in the '60s due to
newer methods of growing. When
people are smoking marijuana
instead of cigarettes, Marshall said
the harm to the body is still the
same.
"[Marijuana
is) actually
pound for pound more carcinogenic
than
cigarettes,"
Marshall said. "If people
smoke mariJuana, they' re just

legalized completely,"
sai d
Tari
Marshall ,
director
of
Communicatio ns
and
Information
Resources at Prevention First. "The total
legalization for anyone and everyone, to
us, would be a dangerous decision."
While Prevent io n First works with
young adults and children under 18 to he lp
them make healthy, drug-free cho ices, it
has no overall view on the rights and
wrongs of legalization, but they do have

as like ly to
get cancer fro m smoking marij uana regularly as they are from c igarettes or any other substance
related to these carcinogens."
While Marshall has a strong case for the
negative effects of marijuana, Allen St.
Pierre, executive director for The National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws, said that a number of studies dedicated to marijuana constantly conflict each

KRT

other. St. Pierre said that he divides the
studies into two groups -the warning
reports and the calming reports. The warning reports can be found on any substance,
legal or not. The calming studies come out
months later and deny the results of the
warning reports.
St. Pierre cites organizations such as
D.A.R.E. and Partnership for a Drug-Free
America as the primary sources of confusion and where the majority of younger
people get their information from.
According to St. Pierre these organizations
do not use credible statistics in the same
way they use them for tobacco
studies. Regardless of the different
studies, St. Pierre has other thoughts
on the debate between the effects of
tobacco and marijuana.
"One can make the easy concession
here that when you burn something and
draw it into your lungs, it's by defin ition
not a wise health decision," St. Pierre said.
"The questio n though is whether it shou ld
be a criminal decision. And in o ur country,
it is not a criminal dec is ion in most cases if
you engage in something that harms only
you."
St. Pierre and Silverstein bo th agree that
the government and monetary issues have
much to do with marijuana remaining an
ill egal substance. Si lverstein ,
though, sees possible positives in
legalization of the
d rug, s uch as economic benThis incl udes putting the
billions of dollars used on the war on
drugs every year toward Chicago's public
school system, which recently anno unced
that a lack of funds wi ll cause layoffs in
the near future. Silverstein sa id the money
could also be used on helping the city's
homeless people, and that in his perspective the war on d rugs has not lessened
the use of marij uana and j ust "creates
havoc" and corrupt ion. Silverstein
is optimisti c about a poss ible
change in the drug's legality in the
future, though he doesn' t know when.
" I don't think there's any question that
there is light there," Sil verstein said. ''In a
number of European countries they have
moved very forward. In the United States I
still think it's off somewhere in the indefinite future. That's not gonna occur for
awhile."
For more information on Illinois · marij uana laws and 0 11 substance use. visit
www.norml.org or www.prevention.org .
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If's o'Dirty' job ond Mike Rowe mucks if up
Discovery Channel show explores the world of dirty, filthy jobs and the faces behind them
By R ichard Huff/KRT
In the past year, Mike Rowe
has ripped off a toenail , thrown
out a shoulder, cracked a rib, hurt
a hip and banged up a leg.
Oh, there 's also the scar left
behind when his ha nd was
gnawed by an alligator gar, a
large fis h with a long. toothfilled sno ut.
He 's done all this as the host
of- and partici pant in- th e
Discovery C hannel's Tuesday
night series " Dirty Jo bs."
The title says it all. Eac h week,
viewers see Rowe working as an
apprentice on some of the nast iest and most dange rous jo bs.
" I' m a B-list celebrity tryi ng to
give it an honest look,'' Rowe
said . "They see me do ac tual
work. I try to be the viewer w ith
a microphone.''
That j ob has take n him
noodl ing, wh ich is catching catfish with his hands. He's also
been shoulder deep into the rear
of a cow and stood inside a den
of bats where he was showered
by all sons of vile bat fluids.
The point of the show, he said,
is to give an insight into some of
the jobs people hardl y th ink
about, like picking up dead animals on the road.
" I rarely do anything on the
show by myself. I don 't want it
ro be about me," Rowe said .
"Squatting in the sewer in San
Francisco, it's really hot; we ' re
up to our knees in a ri ver of
[exc rement] . Rats and cock-

'Dirty Jobs' host Mike Rowe isn't scared of garbage trucks, road kill, owl vomit, hot tar, ostriches, sewers or animal waste.
roaches are all over. I would
never, ever walk into that environment, except for the fact that
the guy who does it every day is
squatting next to me."
Rowe ca lls what he does
" immersion television" and said
it fits somewhere between reality
T V and documentaries.
The idea for " Dirty Jobs" was
hatched a couple of years ago
while Rowe was hosting the TV

show "Even ing Magazine" in
San Francisco. He did a piece on
a part-time minister who artificia lly inseminated cows. Pan of
the process was talking about
how life would be without that
j ob. The segment was a hit, and
soon he was doing more. He later
se nt a few to the folks at the
Di scove ry C hannel, where he
worked as a narrator since the
miJ-1990s. They orde red 40

\

episodes, and he was gone from
"Evening Magazi ne.''
It 's not the first time Rowe has
changed jobs. For a while, he
sang with the Baltimore Opera.
He sold jewelry on-ai r at Q VC.
He's appeared in Tylenol co mmercials. And he's been the narrator for thousands of hours of
television, inc luding "Ameri can
Chopper." He's also gone from
hosti ng " Romantic Escapes," a

show about five-s tar hotels, to
one about tough jobs.
" ow,'' Rowe said, "it's poo,
blood and semen."
He said he's pro ud of the work
he's doing now, which is something he hadn't felt at past jobs.
But are the bruises, scars and
pains worth it? Rowe said
whet her or not the bruises, scars
and pam arc worth it is something only time can te ll.
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Plastic Man #20
Kyle Baker

Famed artist and writer Kyle
Baker ends his award-winning
run as the super hero who can
stretch to any shape and size.
Baker's ~lapstick humor and
stylized artwork reinvigorated
a character most comic book
nerds believed to be dead .
Watch out fo r a collected edition that will most likely come
out sooner than later.
- H. Clauss
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Adbusters: Big Ideas
of 2006

... HE
BIG
IDEAS

OF ..
2006_

back

Agent Jack' Bauer is
in the
. ~- Fonner president Palmer
is dead, a mole is lwking in the
president's office and terrorists
have acquired nerve gas.
Season five is already kickin';
the ailport siege was resolved
in two hours. Let's just hope
there are no more episodes dedicated to man-versus-cougar
brawls. -E. KDsang

~

AOCU

..

The international cultural •
•
•
activist magazine does not dis- Son of a Witch
appoint in its end-of-the-year Gregory Maguire
issue that recaps major events
in media, environment, business, science/technology, politics, activism and art/life. Steal
it or buy if you contemplate
questions like, Is it fascism yet,
Can surveillance detect a bitter
heart? Or should I change who
I am? - J. Ewert

T he famed author of
Wicked does not let down
with his sequel about
Elphalba's long-believeddead son, Liir. Maguire
keeps up to par with his
dark and mature writing
and leads the reader
through another inventive
and extraordinary tale of
magic and self discovery.
- T. Breyne

This sequel of ' 2000's Big •
•
y
Hcnue pokes fun at GIQry
the usual suspects: obesity and J - Gtllfller
men dressed up as women.
While many sequels come out a
year or two after the previous
movie, this one seems to be a
little late and dated in humor.
Better luck next time, Martin.
- H. Clauss

Glory Road cbronic_!C!
Texas Western's 1966
NCAA Championship,
whioh was won with a
starting-lineup of all blaok
players. Although it has
6een criticized for inaccuracy aud~ ~t over
other milestoneeribr blacks

Rotid_...,.

Momma~

in bask_et_liil!~•.'lbe ~is

entertammg.

••

- M.C. Finkler

•••

Mega Man Maverick
Hunter X for PSJ>
Capcom

Mega Man is making quite a
comeback in the video game
industry. This new game for
PSP seems like it'll be a sol id
game for the portable player by
offering entertainment to both
diehard players as well as ones
who are suckers fo r nostalgia.
- H. Clauss

•• ••
Swingline 444

Pretllium Blend
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
Inept is a negative word; it means incompetent, foolish,
lacking judgment. Maybe that's how the members of
Inept feel about themselves, but their music proves to be
anything but. Thi s local rock quintet- Anthony Lira ,
Lucas Mountain, Kevin Singleton, Mike Felton and Joey
Ossey- is on fire with shows lined up and a new EP on
the way.
How would you d escribe you r performances?
K evin: We used to do a lot more crazy stuff, but then
again our older song~ were more focused on "writing
songs that we can rock hard in." With our newer songs
we ' ve been more focuRed on melody instead of being
able to rock hard . I mean, we still rock out a lot
and do a ll kinds of tricks. But now, we are honestly
more focus~d on playing the songs perfect.
Mike: I think we are a band with tons o f energy, and our
movement on the stage helps our crowd get into it more
and makes them gel as wild as we do.
Anthony: Wt: 8 flmetime~ fl y and defy the laws of gravity, and s ometime~ we fall a nd get hurt and break s hit.
It '~ ~omething n(lW every time. It's us , i; 's whut we wutll
ot tto be and it 'R fvn .
Do you us u•fly try to ttlt k wltb tll.t loc•l tc:en e and
h~:Jp other band• out, or do yoo tr(to brllfh oiA&
a ntf 1r11vel'!
,;
1 ••
K : Well, Inept hilt b¢u through 22 •lllteovue~Uiy, u ~d
we try to get uut thert Mld piny out of Allie u · much It
P''•~olol c . We love play ong in ( 'hic»JiO, t hou~h . lt 'H the!
t-.e~l c •ty ever
A: \Ale do b••lh We take wlmt we c1111 get 1111d g ove urry

• ••••

It's small. shiny, a bit heavy
and can ~ used as a weapon.
Thunderpower
The commercial desk stapler Megaphone
Swingline 444 is a sleek little
bugger than can staple up to 20 . - - -- - - - - - - ,
sheets of paper. It has a durable
metal construction, perfect for
frustrated students to pound
staples into written projects.
- C. Jakubowski

•

• i!

At $39, this voice enhancer
and magnifier wo¥J? make
an excellent Valentine's
Day gift for that special
someone in your life who
is shy or tormented by a
quiet voice. It can also be
used by those suffering the
ill effects of a late season
cold in their throat or for
tliose looking to be the
voice of the next street
protest. - J. Ewert

Inept

thi ng we can g ive . It 's a "circle of rock."
Who are the people you guys grew up listening to,
and what about bands yo:u're listenin g to nowadays?
K : We all listen to different bands. I personally have
been listening to all sorts of stuff like Augustana, T he
Receiving End of Sirens, The Classic Crime, C hronic
Future and Circa Survive.
M : Right now I listen to everything you could say. I've
been rotating Panic! At T he Disco, Kanye West, The
Academy Is ... , Quietdrive and Over lt.
A: My dud and my brother, they were and are in bands.
I got into it when my grandmother died . My dad played
a song on guitar for her at her funeral and for the
longest time after that I would a lways have him play it
for me- the most beuutifu l song I heurd. One day I
asked him to play it for me, and when he was done I
said , " Hey dad, teach me how to play thut song," nnd
worked my wny up to playing it and loved music ever
since.
What ca n llslencn ex pect from the new E J> you're
releasing at your show'!
K : The songs are still rocking und upbeat but the "scream·
ing" hus been cut out. Sometimes 1 think tlmt sucks
bccuusc we gnmed u lot of fims ofT of the scrcuminl! stun:
but our singer <.:~~ n sing ulot better now. Snit's nii i!QO(f. If
anything, the llstcncrs wi ll be ubi• to re ll cct on ccrtnin situutlons of their lives aN result or lislcninJIIO the lyrics. Our
"'"'!!" touch n lotnf gruund: broken henrts, suiddc. child
hitth, the need fi.r ciHIII!(C, rel ationship~ uml itt the end, just
hcurgnhlc In cn111c tllgcthcr anti h.tvc llijOllll time.

l11cptls plnyi11111111 EP rellra.to• show at tit<! Mt!tro, J7JO
N. Cl11rk St. 011 F..h. 4. C'hcld out W\1>1\\lllt'pt/HtH,~
ji.r "'""" ltifurrnutiull a/lout tht bottd •"II 11pm mi11§ ,.
,\'"lilt'.\'

•t: 1111 ' 1'111'
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to the nines

Crossword
ACROSS

fashion@columbia

1 Touch down
5 Worn out

g Tel Aviv·_
14 Airican lily
15 Olin or Horne
16 Manmade fabri~
17 Laura or Bruce

18 Like mother-ofpearl
20 Sprinkle with
powder

2t In addition
22 Changes, as a
timer

23 Much inclined
25 Old Peruvian
27 ..iu!'le honorees

29 Lerds a
35 Slelom
38 Edge

~and

39 Nationali£t

40 Zodiac sign
42 Actor Marion
43 Olympics site or
1996
45 Pub serving
46 Rep. leuers
47 Make a second
appearance
48 Malevolent stare
50 Sconish loch
52 • __ Delicate
Condition"
56 Jostled
61 _ the question
63 Encounter
64 "Rocky" co-star
66 Gilbert or
Teasdale
67 City on the
Rhone River
della
68 Persian Gulf
country
69 Land of Bla rney
and Killarney
70 Like some eyes
71 E -n~ailed
72 Snow coaster

8 Abe's boy
9 San_, CA
I 0 Parabolas

11 Make tracks
12 Typeface
13 Porch raiders
19 Like pencil
marks
24 Allowance
provider
26 Lid
28 Swells out
30 "Silkwood"
star
31 Levin or

Gershwin
32 Belt out
33 Busy person's
IlSI

34 Come to a
DOWN
standstill
1 Alan and Cheryl 35 Ship's pole
2 Native Alaskan
36 Flying toy
3 Scandinavians 37 Capri or Man
4 Pockmarked
41 Fire
5 Narrow cut
44 Exist
6 E.revery
45 Losing
7 Stew veggie
competitor

Solutions
l
a 3 1 s
N I

~

3

"' ~ "' ws
l

3 3

s "'

d "' d
~ 3
d 0 0
3
o a N V ~
l 0 I ~
l
l S I s

s
s

s

..

v r

s

a

"' 3

"'

s

"'

s

II 0 H

"'l

49 Exodus
pharaoh
51 Steeple top
53 Oyster yield
54 Eagle's home
55 Put up with
56 Piercing pain

s

N 3 3 ~
V 1 l
::J S I d
I )! S

"'

s a v a

"' ::J N I

a

8

3 1 ~ "'
I
l
1 "'

ss

l 3
3 ~
l N 3 ::J s 3
N 0 1 ~ 0

"'

s

N 3
A
N V ~ I
3 ~ I H S V
d 0 d
a 3
3 N
3 1
~ 3 l
1
N
"' l
3
8
d
W I ~
"'

0 0 l
I ~ I
N 3 1
0 H

s

d 3 3 l s
l
n a
N ~ 3 a
3 0 1 "'

s

a N

"' 1

57 Tortoise's
competitor

58 _ podrida
59 Competed (lor)
60 • R1der"
62 House opening?
65 Howdy-dos

Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle

-·o ·ut of My Head

h o "R._o scopEc
S
by Alicia

Dorr

Aries ( Marc h 2 1 - April 20): You claim you're too sexy for your cat, but it's
ac tually a prelly to ugh call.

by Scotty Carlson

Ta urus (April 2 1 - May 2 1): You'll experience more paper cuts today than
there a re prostitutes in T hailand.

I WA5 HOPING YOUR 5TORE HAD

50MtTH!NG B!GG-ER... t.!KE AN
! NDU5Tl<IAI. STRENGTH BOTTI.E.

Ge m ini ( May 22 - June 2 1): T his week you question how ma ny political pundits will use the term "ballyhooed." This makes you a dork .
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): Your constant smiling is exhausting your family
and peers.
Leo (July 24 - A ug. 23): You may have the heart o f a lion in the heat of a
fi g ht , but that still doesn't hide the fact that you punc h like a girl. And 1f
you ' re already a gi rl, the punc h will be especiall y girly.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): This week you will be able to talk to animals, and
you ' ll be so busy doing so that you ' ll never stop to ask if you s hould . I wi ll
refer you to the failing career of Eddie Murphy and let you make the call.
Libra (Sept. 24 - O c t. 23): A wink and a smile will strike you as strange this
week, due in no small part to the fac t came from a ca rrier p igeon on your windowsill.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Yo u will declare the South Loop your kingdom
this week and set up a rigid feudalis t system , complete with serfs a nd knights.
However, in playing along with your lillie game, the neighborhood will overthrow you and you will walk the streets alone, eventually dying o f the Black
P lague.
Sagillarius (Nov. 23 - Dec . 2! ): You are a scall ywag. And you smell of booze.
Capricorn (Dec . 22 - Jan. 20): Remember: Slicing the mo ldy part o tT the
c heese does not make it safe to eat.
Aquarius (Jan . 2 1 - Feb. 19): T he fun o f it all is you're not afraid of the Big
Bad Wolf. He has no fuc king clue tha t you yourself are, in fact , a Big Bad
Wolf. !think it's a funny s ituation myself. Go you.

•

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): Peanut butter and a bonle of bubbly? 1 like the
way you thmk.

FiU§•);i•j
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HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX ,

s

623 w.\BASH
AVENUE. HOURS : 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY. THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

ALBERT P. WEISMAN M EMORIAL EXH IBITION
Janua ry 23-February 24, 2006
Reception: Thursday, February 2, 2006. 5-7pm
Best of Show presentations will be made at 5:30pm
The Albert P. Weisman Memori::tl Scholarship Fund was
established in 197A to encourage both undergraduate and
graduate Columbia College Chicago students to complete
projects in all fields of communication. Racial profiling, gender,
illicit love affairs in spaceships, and family history are just
some of the themes explored in th is yea r's exhibition . The
exhibit features work in nearly a dozen disciplines including
photography, book and paper arts, comics, poetry, sculpture,
f ilm, and video documentation of performance art.

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY,

s

1104 WABASH AVENUE.
HOURS: 10 AM · 5 PM TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY AND FR IDAY AND 10 AM · 7 PM ON
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

THE GIFTS OF NEW ORLEANS: MUSIC AND CULTURE
EXH IBITION
January 12- February 17, 2006
Opening Reception: January 26, 5 -8 pm featuring student
performances
Columbia College Chicago and the Glass Curtain Gallery are
proud to present Gifts of New Orleans: Music and Culture. the
first majo r exhibition of the Library and Arch ives at the Center
for Black Music Research. This seminal exhibition focuses on
New Orleans' musical roots of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, contemporary Louisiana popu lar music styles. and
the musical connections between New Orleans and Chicago,
particularly in early jazz and blues. Curated by li brarians;
archivists Suzanne Flandrea u and Andrew Leach, th e exhibition
will feature photographs, record ings (including aud io examples).
posters, album covers , printed music and archival materials.
The exhibit will run in conjunction with Columbia College
Chicago' s African American Heritage Celebration.
For more information visit: http:/;www.colum.edu/studentaffa irs; africa na mericanaffa irs;

C33 GALLERY,

3 3 E Congres s Avenue.
HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRIDAY

NSPIRING VISION: ARTISTS WHO TEACH
Februa ry 6-March 3, 2006
Openi ng Receptio n: February 9 , 2006 6 - 8pm
Inspiring Vi sion: Artists Who Teach exhibits the collective work
of the graduate students in the Educational Studies Department
of Columbia College Chicago. The exhibitors, who are earning
t hei r masters· degrees in art education and elementary
education , present works in photography, drawing. painting and
mixed media . The teacher candidates and ded icated artists
demonstrate that their passion and devotion to the arts will
enable th em to be the ca t alysts for their students' artistic
pursuits. The in novative and vibrant work in Inspiring Vision:
Artists Who Teach illustrates that the arts are a vital part of any
student's education.

~,..

...

VISIT: HTTP://CSPACES.COLUM.EDU FOR A LISTING OF ALL UPCOMING [C]SPACE PROGRAMS

c

GLASS
cu rt a in

GALLERY

C33
GALLERY

conawav
HOKIN
center
CENTER

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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MANIFEST 06 PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHER
Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces Director and the Visuol Communication
Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Project Photographer will shoot a series of images
during the month of February to be used as the basis of the overall marketing
campaign for Manifest 2006.

MANIFEST 06 MUSIC MANAGEMENT INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student unaer the supervision of the [C]Spaces Director,
the Technical Director. and the Manifest Coordinator. the Manifest Music Intern will
focus on all duties related to marketing the student and professional bands playing
at the fes~val, as well as helping to organize the performing stages at the festival.

[C]Spaces seeks artistically aggressive undergraduate and graduate
Columbia College students to submit to an art exhibition.
This exiHM ion e•ploriJS and eJ<amines the New Americana. Many of today's
Ideals, ethics and climates can easily be identified as American. Definition can
be drawn from consumerism. d irect marketing techniques and fast fOOds to
family values. sexuality. entertainment and environmental landscape.

MANIFEST 06 GALLERY ASSISTANT INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the (C]Spaces Director,
the Gallery Coordinators, and the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest Gallery
Assistant Intern will play a vital role in the installation of exhibitions, staHing special
events, and performing various tasks in the service of the festival.

MANIFEST 06 TECHNOLOGY INTERN
Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces Director and the Visual Communication
Coordinator. the Manifest 06 Technology Intern will assist In web marketing and the
coordinat ion of digital assets and workflow integral to the planning and promotion
of Manifest.

MANIFEST 06 MARKETING INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces
Director, Assistant to the Director and the Manifest Coordinator. the Manifest 05
Marketing Intern will concentrate on marketing and promoting end-of-year events
to the Columbia College and South loop communities, and will play a vital role in
organizing the festival.

MANIFEST 06 STUDENT ORGANIZATION INTERN
Under the supervision of the Director and Coordinator of Student Leadership and
the Manifest Coordinator. the Stuaent Organization CORE Intern will concentrate on
organizing and developing an itinerary of events during Manifest 06 for the Student
Government Association and Student Organization Council.

FOR COMPLETE JOB DESCRIPTIONS

visit: http:/jcspaces.colum.edu/getlnvolved/
Please send all internship resumes and cover letters to: CarotAnn Brown. Director.
[C]Spaces/Giass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor, Chicago, IL 60605

WHO SHOUlD
SUBMIT A PROPOSAL?
~tu&?nt:i. fu~ut·,. hnd sw>t.
0! O~ll.S.td(· C!f';,i~flf:ti.~t~Vl;,i.

m":o ~~l~!:\.'i{h;~~~> whv h~~o a
l}t>n~~: ; ;~:~ -::.-·utnt~ti.:~t i(~
-~ ~:a

the ~·)f't~ t(.'.$(..~ :t

I!"O<.lg,~.

QUESTIONS?
Neyso P<~ge·UOO<ltm.t•l
3.1;! 344.169
c<;pece~@eofum.edu

TOPROPOSEA

SHOW, PLEASE VISil!

http://

cspates.
cotum.ed~t/

COMING I OONI
CALL PO" MANitriiT I TUDINT ~MDI, TICTOC ""troltMIItl,
INCTACLI WOitKIHOPI, ITUDINT MTWOitK, AND MOitlt

Mark your calendars... Manlfest Is May 12, 20061
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The Depa r t me nt of Libe ral Education a nd the Office of the Dean of Liberal Arts a nd Scie nces in colla boration wit h
the Columbia Chronicle, the J ourna lism Departme n t a nd the Art & Design Depa rtment a nnounce

The 2006 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

Political Cartoon Contest
Deadline for submissions:

Friday, March 17th
Send S u bmissions to:
Political Cartoon Contes t
c/o Teresa Pr ados-Torreira
Liber al Education Depa rtme nt
624 S. Michigan Ave., 900A

Col uMBIA CHRONICLE

Two 8350 first prizes
Two $250 second prizes &
Two $ 150 third prizes
will be a wa rded in each of two
categories, s ingl(• pa m· l a nd
m ul tip le panel ca rtoons.
T h e six winning cartoons will be
selected by a jury, wh ich will
include faculty from various
depart me nts, a studen t a nd a
p rofessional ca rtoonist . S ubmitted cartoons mus t be dra wn or
printed in black ink on 8.5" x 11"
white pa pe r. Inclu de na me,
address, phone a nd s tude n t I D
n u m ber on back of en try.

Columbia c

C OLL E G E

C HICAGO

CoMMENTARY
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Blago's credit problems ...
peaking at an event
organized by the office
of Illinois Gov. Rod
Blagojevich on Jan. 22,
Carlos Acevedo, a 24-yearold Columbia sophomore
majoring in broadcast journalism, reminded the audience at
Loyola University that many
people live paycheck to paycheck.
"Some parents are not able
to help assist their kids in
going to school," Acevedo
said in English and then
Spanish. "Sometimes books
and lab fees can get very
expensive."
The event was an effort to
promote Blagojevich's proposed tax credit of up to
$1 ,000 for Illinois residents
attending an Illinois college or
university, public or private.
While the governor's proposal
appears to be a noble effort to
assist working-class families,
the pitch is a last-minute
attempt to throw money atthe
issues of higher education that
have been largely ignored
over the past four years.
Co lumbia president
Warrick L. Carter praised the
governor in a press release
from Blagojevich's office,
calling the proposa l "an
important initiative in support
of Illinois families, especially
middle and working class
fami lies who are disproportionately affected by the cost
of higher education."
In comparis on to the
actions of the federal government, Carter said the state and
the governor were to be "commended for this proactive proposal." "This legislation wi ll
have an extremely positive
imp ac t on s tudent s a t
Columbia," Carter said.
Indeed, a swing of $1 ,000
in state taxes will have a posi-

S

tive impact for Columbia students participating in the
Illinois Monetary Award
Program. But the question is
how many? And what other
costs come with the program's
$90 million dollar price tag?
First, eligibility for the tax
credit requires that freshmen
must have maintained a B
g rade average from high
school, and sophomores must
have at least a B average following their first year of college. Considering Columbia's
open admissions has no minimum GP.A. requirement, not
everyone stands to benefit.
Furthermore, possible educational consequences of setting the bar for the tax credit at
a B average should not be
ignored. Does a student, for
whom $1,000 is a world of
difference, haggle for a grade
they perhaps did not deserve?
Does a professor compromise
academic integ rity out of
sympathy to those struggling
to make ends meet?
Blagojevich wasn't incorrect in using the terms "generous" and " meaningful" when
describing the best intentions
of the proposal in his State of
the St ate address J an. 18 .
While the goal may be sincere, the use of $90 million in
tax revenue does not seem to
address the rising tuition costs
involved with pursuing higher
education.
The avemge cost of attendin g a public university in
Illinois is more than $7,000
an nually, according to the
Ill inois Student Assistance
Commission, while attending
a private college is more than
$ 18,000. A $ 1,000 tax credit
is ultimately a snowflake in
the heat wave of continuing
tuition inflation.
For many Illinois families,

BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

higher education has become
as much of a luxury as health
care. Blagojevich's proposal
also attempts to satisfY critics
by assuring that taxpayer
funds wou ld be directed only
to the students who earn the
tax credit. But if the governor
hopes to truly improve higher
education in the state, then
more attention must be given
to realistic funding for institutions that would make tuition
rates reasonable for all illinois
families.
Blagojevich gave up on
hopes to authorize keno-a
lottery mix of bingo and video
poker-statewide, his plan to
bring in $500 million for new
school construction projects.
And his tax credit proposal
ignores the scope of the state's
current budget deficit.
Campaigns are built on promises that often go unfulfilled,
and we suspect that should
Blagojevich win re-election,,
this will be one of those.
Many people may support
the governor's attempt to
reach out to families struggling to help pay for college,
which would be nice, provided it works. But as tax guru
Ralph Martire, executive
director of the Chicago-based
Center for Tax and Budget
Accountability, told the
Associated Press, the tax credit needs to be designed to
ensure it benefits the people
who need it. the most.
" I' m for anything that helps
lower- to middle-income families from a tax point," Martire
said. "But it has to be targeted
at the income level to know
that you' re really hitting
lower- to middle-income families."
Right now, however, it
sounds like Blagojevich's proposal misses the mark.

\!CO--

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

... and giving credit where. it's due
ast September, an editorial in The Chronicle
stated that lighten ing
the workloads of faculty at
Columbia "should be one of
the college's top priorities."
And over the past two months,
there have been numerous
encouraging developments
that lead us to believe that
Co lumbi a's administration
agreed.
At its Dec. 15 meeting, the
board of trustees unanimously
approved
the
Provost's
Recommendation on Faculty
Work load and Productivity.
That means beginning with
the fall2006 semester, tenured
and tenure-track faculty will
now be responsible for teaching three courses, or nine
credits, per term over a twoyear period rather than four
course~. or 12 credi t~ .
Impl ementati on of the
new plan is eY.pected to be
completed dur!"g the 2007-

L

2008 academic year and will
allow professors an increase
in the time available to
advise students outs ide of
class as well as furth er their
profess ion a l accomp li shments outside of the college.
This will not only improve
departmental curriculum, but
a lso a llo w Columbia mo re
improved methods o f recruiting and retaining new faculty
members.
Additionally, the Part-Time
Faculty Association, or P-Fac,
overwhe lming ly approved its
own new contract on Jan. II .
Last Tuesday, Colum bia
president Warrick L. Carter
ended six months of negotiations by signing a new contract for the part-time instructors, who make up more than
three-quarters of Co lumbia 's
facu lty.
Columbia's administration
dc.~c rves to be applauded lbr
resolving these issues key to

developing the college's longterm goals. As Columbia continues to grow, working out
these concerns now wi ll prove
to be essential in help ing all
the co llege 's department s
more effectively meet the
demands and expectations of
students.
With both agree ments ,
responsi bilities for fu ll-time
fac ulty and salaries for parttime faculty at Columbia may
now compare more favorably
to other local colleges and
un iversi t ies, s uch as
Roosevelt University and the
University of Illinois at
Chicago. We have a tremendous amount of talented and
knowledgeable instructors,
and Columbia's efforts to help
meet the recommendations of
the American Association of
University Professors wi ll
help the college take another
step toward gain ing the global
reputation it deserves.
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Columbia fails to respect satire
I am dismayed that Columbia fired
Mark Ph illips, a Science Institute
Teaching Assistant, for his role in creating a cartoon that criticized president Warrick L. Carter (" Wacky raid
at midnight," Jan. 23) . The cla im that
he was fired not for cartooning but for
do ing it on company time is simply
not believable. I am appalled at the
manne r in which the inform atio n
implicating Ph illips was acq uiredd isabling the securi ty a larms and
e nterin g the institute in the middle of
the nig ht.
A few semesters ago, Phillips was
my student in my Cartoons nnd Satire
in American History class. In my class
he learned that nn indiv idual's abi lity
to poke fun at nnd ques tion th e actions
of those in power is the mcnsurc of n
democrnti c soc iety. That's what car-
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toonists do, and we shou ld defend this
First Amendment right,. w hether we
love their work or find it tasteless.
Col um bia prides itself- for good
reason-as a champion of the satirical
artist's right to lampoon authority. As
the host of the Fischetti Awards, the
most presti gio us cartoonists' prize
after the Pu litzer, the school invites
every year a parade of talented- and
often controversial-artists to share
the ir work w ith our community.
The school's vibrant cartoon culture
is a lso celebrated with the Paula
Pfeffer/C hery! Johnson-Odim Political
Cartoon Contest for Columbia students. No other college in the country
rewards student cartoonists as generously and as publicly as thi s competition does.
For a ll these reasons, Columbia is
the last place where anyone should
lose a job for drawing a cartoon.

- Teresa Prados-Torreira
Faculty
Liberal Education Department

Have an opinion about somethi ng you rend on these pages? Why
not write a Letter to the Editor? At
the bottom of Page 19 you' ll lind a
set of gu idel ines on how to do this.
Let us hear from you.
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Commentary

Keep your laws off my Internet
ByAiiciaDorr
Managing Editor

The Internet has been readily
accessible for barely over a decade,
and yet it's impossible to imagine
the world without it. It has sped
everything up exponentially, bringing the world in contact like never
before. This " information superhighway" is a lm ost complete ly
unrestricted-and is the only " free"
public media in the world. Until
now.
The U.S . Justice Department
recently subpoenaed several major
search e ngines for record s of
Internet user activity. The department claims it would not be using
the information to monitor Internet
users' habits online but to create a
constitutional case for the Child
Online Protection Act. The act,
passed in 1998, was aimed at any
sexual material on commercial
websites deemed " harmful to
minors," with jail ti me and a
$50,000 fine as punishment. It was
shot down by the Supreme Court 54 last year, though, as a threat to
free speech rights of adults.
Most search engines cumplied
with the Ju stice De pattment 's
request- -except for one, Google.
Whi le the Justice Department
argued they would use the records
to see how often people accidentally ran across illicit sexual material,
Google challenged the request as
unconstitutional and a pri vacy
issue.
While to many parents it may

seem like a great idea to keep porn phone conversations is fair game in
away from children , there are myri- light of the " War on Terror," then
ad problems with the legislation. why wouldn 't Internet records be?
The Supreme Court basically
For example, no one, not even the
people who run the porn site, can challenged the government to prove
really tell whether it is a child that a law wou ld be more effective
(dee med an yo ne under 13 by than Internet filters. In the search
Congress) or an adu lt who is engine case, by attempting to
accessing the material. That is "solve" a free speech and privacy
exactly why the Supreme Court issue, the government has brought
sent it back to the lower courts, up another one. And even if wideleaving it up to parents to keep their spread legislation is favored, it still
kids away from porn on the will n ot so lv e th e problem :
Legislation can not protect children
Internet.
One person may find porn totally in chat rooms, e-mail messages, or
repulsive or morally reprehensible, any websites from other countries,
but that really doesn' t matter, con- be it pornographic or otherwise.
The center of the Google controst itutionally speaking. Actual child
versy does not lie in
pornography is an
exception, and that If tire lntem et is opened whether porn is bad
for legal government or good, or even
has a lready been
wheth er children
surveillance, it will
covered as illegal- but that is not change the medium as should be shielded
from it, aside from
the subject here. In
we know it_
child pornography.
a free society it is
still someone else 's right to view The heart of the issue is the imporadult pornography if he or she tance of an unregulated Internet, or
as analyst Christopher Stem wrote
pleases.
Then again, that hasn 't really for the Washington Post last week,
stopped the government from "unfettered Internet access," which
has "come to be seen by Americans
imP'·•i~g its authority-or overstepping its bounds- when it in general as not just a privilege or
comes to privacy or the Bill of a product, but a right akin to free
Rights recently. It's a little difficult speech and free association."
When it comes to the Internet,
to bel ieve that the government
would not use the search engine's even big companies like Google are
information to find out about con- will ing to stick their necks out. In
sumers' habits when it defended its fact, Google 's move contributed to
right to s py on individua l mak ing investors nervous last
Americans' phone calls. If some- week, leading to a 14 percent overthing as overt as wi retapping all drop in market value. Of course,
Americans and monitoring tele- Google is a company, so the move

is its best interest despite the setback, but either way, the company
has not faltered and neither has
widespread support from bloggers
and Internet privacy advocates.
If the Internet is opened for legal
government surve illance, it will
change the medium as we know it.
What is now a wide-open territory
with business, independent hackers
and average people from around the
world will change completely, leaving the door open for lobbyists,
government favoritism and even
censorship. Imagine not being able
to choose between Amazon.com
and eBay because eBay did not
have eno ugh money to lobby
Congress. Consider the possibility
of an Internet where the precedent
of government meddling has led to
censorship on individual blogslike regu lation of politica l views
during an election or war. Or simply
think of not being able to visit a
porn site as a consenting adult, if
you so chose.
Some argue that the Internet cannot stay free from major legal oversight forever, like the Wild West
cou ld not. But the Wild West
involved one government, however
unfairly, looking out for its own
interest. The Internet is called the
World Wide Web because it is just
that- worldwide. It does not speak
a language or answer to money in
the same way as any one culture,
and it has information available
from them all. Now everyone simply has to choose whether it is
worth it to them to keep it that way.

Monkey see, monkey do
By Cyryl Jakubowski
Assistant Commentary Editor

With Academy Awards fever in
full swing, focus has been taken
away from big box office returns
and aimed toward films that gleam
with originality. Fi lms that are
thought-provoking. poignant and
we ll-made reach for the industry's
highest award-the coveted Oscar.
But once the ceremon y ends,
Hollywood goes back to what it
holds most dear: budget-busting
sequels and lame remakes.
Remade movies seem to populate the market frequently these
days. Recently, King Kong was
expected to be a big money maker.
The behemoth Peter Jackson opus
cost close to $207 mi llion to make.
Despite good reviews from critics
across the nation, the fi lm has
failed to live up to expectations,
having netted just about as much.
Beyond the facade of heavy
computer-generated images, fresh
new actors and an Oscar-winning
director, studio executives failed to
rea lize one elementary problem
with King Kong: We've seen this
story before- much like we ' ve
seen countless other remakes that
Hollywood tried to pass off as original entertainment.
Last year 's bi ggest box office
hit, Revenge of the Silh, was a prequel- with the advantage that it
had an audi ence before it even
entered theaters. The prohlem with
Hollywood studios is that they
>eem to think audiences prefer

safe bets, but we actually prefer
gambles.
Whil e Hollywood is worried
about slumping box office receipts,
it continues to try and appease to
our tastes by releasing stories that
we' ve seen. Sometimes they succeed, like Steven Spielberg's War
of the Worlds, which offered nothing new to the story but still netted
close to $235 million last year.

tender. But it now seems unl ikely.
Instead, Brokeback Mountain is
the frontrunner for a nomination.
With a budget of only about $ 14
million, the movie's praise is propelling profits towards the $50 million mark. The film is reminiscent
of 1999's American Beautv, a tale
of crisis and breaking do_,;n soc ial
norms in search of happiness.
Arguably, Brokehack fi ts that bill.

KRT

But wh e reas proj e c ts like
Charlie and the Chocolate Fact01y
bring in loads of cash, other movies
such as Sahara, The Fog and
Assault on Precinct/ ] fai led miserably at the box office because they
were remakes of movies that didn 't
need to be remade. The same is
likely for future films like The Pink
Pant ~er or When a .S~ranger Calls.
With Oscar nominations be ing
announced on Tuesday, the tremendous praise for King Kong would
ty pically make it a leading con-

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessanly represent. in whole or in
part, the v1ews of college administrators.

People love good stories, and while
Brokeback tack les controversial
issues, it still makes for a moving
and worthy experience.
But big bucks and profits don 't
always translate to Oscars. The idea
th at Brokehack, a small-re lease
film pegged as the "'gay cowboy
movi e," mi g ht overpowe r th e
might) ape at the Oscars is not only
a possibil ity but a probab il ity.
Des pit e variou s trai le rs a nd
shameless plugs that bombard our
senses, the average mov iegoer 's
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tastes are tricky to gauge. How
does the remake of The Longest
Yard net close to $ 160 mi llion, but
Bad News Bears, re leased on ly two
months later, make less than S33
million ry Maybe the competition
was worse on those opening weekends.
So what changed? How di d
1984's Ghosthusters outgross last
year 's War of the 11{)1·/ds or King
Kong0 Perhaps audiences are longing for more reli able days of originality coming out of Hollywood.
when interesting stories were the
nonn. not the rarity. Audiences
consistcmly showed up to sec what
Tinseltown had to oOe r.
To put it simply, we yearn for the
days when we received what we
paid for. Big budget movies were
acceptable when they gave us
good. original material presented in
a nice package. Ca ll me dated. but
to th is day. when 1982's E. T. the
£rtra-Terrestrial raises that fi nger
(not the middk one) and gestures
toward home, I can 't believe what a
great and original story it was.
The bottom line is that nobody
should be forced to read rewritten
versions of Mohy Dick over and
over again, no matter how brilliant
a classic it is, much in the same
way that Hollywood shouldn 't keep
telling us the same stories.
But on Oscar night . a night tilled
with glamour gowns. red carpet
soirees and plastic surgery . that
golden eight-and-a-half po und stat-

Roamin'
Numerals

$20
Amount the Pentagon
paid for each ice cube
tray, which retails for
less than a dollar. A
Kn ight Ridder investigation estimated nearly
$200 mil lion in similar
wasteful spending by
the Defense
Department.

25
Number of stitches
Khay Kaing, 40,
received to his penis
after h is wife attempted
to sever the organ with
scissors early Jan. 21 in
Phnom Penh,
Cambodia. Kaing
slapped his wife during
an argument after
returning home from a
night of drinking and
karaoke w ith friends.

$2 million
Approximate amount of
state revenue brought in
by the first year of
Tennessee's "Crack
Tax ... Drug dealers
confidentially pay to
receive a stamp, which
protects them from
be ing prosecuted for
not paying taxes on
illegal drugs should
they be caught
se lling them.

Choice Cuts
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"This is almost as
good as being an
Oprah book."

Washington historian
William Blum commenting on his 2000 book.
Rogue State: The Guide
to the Worlds Onlv
Superpower. wh ich \\'llS
mentioned by Osama bin
Laden in his latest tape.
On Jan. 20, the book
soared from 205.763 to
26 on 1\mazon.com 's
index or th-: mostordcr-:d books.

uette is not the most cove ted award

in ll ollywood ; originality is.
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Hawks cool Flames

Cameras go up as businesses stay open
AP
Chicago licensed businesses that are
open for more than 12 hours a day
would be required to install security
cameras in their stores and parking lots
under a proposa l endorsed on Jan. 26 by
city safety officials.
Law enforcement and emerge ncymanagement offic ia ls voiced support
for the proposal on Jan. 26 at a meeting
of the City Counci l's license committee,
w hile opponents said it would add to the
already high cost of doi ng business in
the city. the Chicago Tribune reported
Jan. 26 on its webs ite.
Hundreds of stores, restaurants, bars
and gas stations would be required to
install cameras under the meas ure.

Offices, apartment buildings and condominiums managed by companies holding city business licenses wou ld also be
forced to put up cameras, but factories
and warehouses would be exempt.
"This is not intended to punish anyone," said Alderman Ray Suarez, a
sponsor of the measure. " We are talking
about public safety."
Cameras have been partly responsib le
for declining number of murders in
Chicago, according to law enforcement
officials. A sophisticated network of
cameras transmit images from hig hcrime areas to the city's emergency
response center.
Police
Deputy
Chief Mi chael
McCotter said cameras are "an excellent tool as far as crime prevention."

Mass at Old St. Mary
1500 S. Michigan Ave.

8:30 & l lam

Mass at UCC Dorm

9pm

Chicago Blackhawks left wing Kyle Calder celebrates after scoring the second goal for the team on Jan. 26 against the Calgary
Flames. The Blackhawks shut out Calgary 2-0, the team's first
shutout win since 2004.

Per the Chicago Clean Air Ordinance of 2005,

Please be advised that
smoking is prohibited

r

within 15 feet of all entrances
to Columbia College facilities

Thank you for your cooperation
Office of Campus Safely and Security
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Greeter:

Grades:

Success prompts
more programs

Some restaurants
fine with ratings

Continued from Back Page

Continued fi-om Page 26

City's Big Apple Greeter, a fi rst
of its kind nonprofit program that
started in 1992.
Offi c ials from C hicago met
with Big Apple Greeter to take a
closer look at the program after
they saw its mo unting success,
said Alic ia Pierro, department
director for Big Apple Greeter.
"(Big Apple Greeter] became
much more successful than what
was o ri gina lly envi sioned,"
Pierro said. "At one point New
York had the only program in the
world, but other cities have si nce
consulted with Big Apple."
Ho usto n; Fa irbanks, Alaska;
Toronto and two Australian cities
have consulted wi th Big Apple
Greeter a long with Chicago,
Pierro said.
The success of Chicago's program has prompted the creation
of addit ional serv ices. T he
Department of Cultural Affairs
launched lnstaGreeter in 2003,
allowing one-hour walkup tours
through the Loop on Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays, Coyle
Chicago greeter Nancy Bryant (right) gives a Malaysian couple a tour of the Chicago Cultural
said.
Center on Jan. 27. The couple, who are from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, are visiting the United
Millenn ium Park to urs are a lso
States and applying for medical residency programs in Chicago.
available on a first come, fi rst
serve basis as long as peop le reg- the winter, but the Department of winter fo r a tour of C hicago.
Bryant said the two were very
ister at the Chicago Cultural Cultura l Affairs is currently
The two were two doctors who happy to be in Chicago.
Center.
interviewing new greeters for the signed up for a tour online and
Beca use of winter Bryant has
"It seems like every ti me we spring and summer seasons. were in Chicago for the week been averaging around one tour
add son\ething new it generates a People who are knowledgeable visiting local hospitals for resi- each week, but sai d she may
new wave of inte rest and excite· about the c ity and know many dency interviews.
increase that number during the
ment in the program," Coyle languages are encouraged to
Bryant lead the two around the summer beca use she enjoys
said .
apply, Coyle said.
loop and stopped at Marsha ll learning about other c ultures and
Reservations booked through
However, one Malays ian cou- Fields a nd the Bill y Goat lifestyles while showing people
Chicago Greeter slow down in ple was willing to brave Chicago Restaurant.
around.
T oge t h e r
" You get to know about thei r
they
spent hometown and fami lies," Bryant
three hours said. " It 's always a very interest·
togethe r and ing conversation."

THE LAW OFFICE OF

CHRIS M. SHEPHERD
Legal Issues?
Drunk/Reckless Driving
Civil Rights
Drug Offenses
Traffic Offenses
Burgl ary/Robbery
All Criminal Felonies and Misdemenors
License Reinstatement

"They' re always c reatin g
more and more laws and regulations," Ayed said. "But they
don't have more people to
enforce them."
Ayed , who has his health
department certi fi cate displayed
near the register, said that the
plan is "good for the people who
have a good restau rant and bad
for the mediocre ones." He also
said that the proposed ordinance
is more fo r show than anything.
"Everyone wants to get their
name on a bi ll ," Ayed said
regarding the aldermen.
For Heather McDanie l, a man·
ager at Edwardo 's Natura l Pizza
Restaurant, 521 S. Dearborn St.,
the proposal is fin e.
" I think that it's a good idea,"
McDaniel said. " You'd know
how clean the restaurant is."
McDaniel said that she would
pro bably visi t an establi shment
graded B, but she probab ly
would not visit a restaurant with
a C-rating.
Kim Hoban, 24, had the same
sentiment about visiting a Crated eatery.
"[A] B [grade] , yes, but C-l' d
want to investigate how they got
the C," Hoban said.
Hoban also said that she
avoided a South Loop eatery for
about a year because o ne of her
fr iends complained that it was
dirty and had bugs.
Still, Quinlan believes that the
proposal will be good fo r the
food estab lishment.
" It protects the restaurant
industry," Quin lan said . " And
this would be a step for restaurants to self-police themselves."

GO FROM
HIGH SCHOOL
TO FLIGHT SCHOOL
* * * * *

With just a high school diploma, you can apply
to the Warrant Officer Flight Training program
and lea rn to fly Ap ac he, Black Hawk or Kiowa
Warrior helicopters in the U.S. Army.
> > If you 're 19-28 years old, call Sgt. 1st

Class Kelly Brown at 877-333-6144 to find
out how you qualify to fly as AN ARMY OF
ONE.

Phone: 3 12.726.281 I
Cell: 312.494.1969
Email: shepherdlaw @gmail.com

55 West Mo nroe Street, Suite 3330
Chicago, Illinois 60603

>> Or talk to a Recruiter at the
Pulaski recruiting station
5160 S. Pulaski in
Unit 114.
Monday - Friday,

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Open Sat. by appointment only
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Flamenco:
Annual Chicago
dance and music
festival returns
Continuedfrom Back Page
retum to the stmctured beat of the
musician. Often times both perlonners and audience members
will shout "baile" or "dance" during the perfonnance.
During the improvised dance,
many flamenco dancers experience an untransiatable feeling that
comes over them called "duende ..,
" It 's kind of like being ·in the
zone' like an athlete ,. said Beste.
who has been dancing for 18
years.
Beste also said that she does not
like to dwell on the duende; it
sometimes intimidates people
who are learning about flamenco.
She said that the "purpose of
Flamenco 2006 is to make it
accessible to the public."
The festival itself has been
going on for five years. Teresa
Hernando, cultural activities coordinator for lnstituto Cervantes de
Chicago, 875 N. Michigan Ave..

CTA:
Alternative
powenng
Continued from Back Page
convens

en~rg y

m the thtrd rail

m to power

Paul Korosa. vtce prcs tdent o f
c peratwn' at Al Propu l" on. a

said that the Cervantes has been
with the program since its investiture. Hemando also said that she
remembers how the festival has
grown.
"(The first year], it was two
performances, and it was a collaboration with other Chicago organizations," Hemando said. "It's
been growing due to the popularity and response from the public."
Hemando said that Cervantes
works on bringing the biggest
groups, both from within the
United States and intemationally,
to attend their flamenco series.
She also said that although El
Payo ••as one of the first events
for Flamenco 2006, Hernando
explained why it was not the official stan of the festival.
"We don't have an official
night." she said. "We have so
many events; we don't want a particular event to be above the rest."
Hernando noted that next year,
Cervantes may have an official
opening for the festival, however.
Along with the Old Town
School of Folk Music, Cervantes
and the Flamenco Cultural Center,
other organizations like the
Chicago Cultural Center are hosting various events. Mike Orlove,
the progrom d irector for the
Chicago Cultural Center. said the
California-based company that
produces electronic vehicle
drive systems. sa id there has
been a lot o f development with
AC propulston.
" AC [pro pulston ) IS lower
mamtena nce and bas tcally
cheaper to build and mamtatn
than [d11ect current! propul·
ston:· Korosa satd "It '~ the
newest part o f pro pu! ~ ton
po\\CT

The group El Payo perform its style of nuevo flamenco during their set at the Old Town School
of Folk Music on Jan. 25. Clapptng set the tempo of many of El Payo's songs.
center will present three performances this year. The C hicago
Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington
St., has been collaborating with
Cervantes on the flamenco festival since its second year. Orlove
With AC propulsion. some o f
the power used to acce lerate the
train is put back into the third
roil through a process of regeneration. Other trams can then
usc that energy. lowenn g the
tota l amount 1t tnkcs to ope rate
the en t11c rail system, Z tegler
satd
The CTA expects to reduce the
growmg cost of mamtatmng the
curr~nt dtrect current propulsion

said that the number of events and
people attending has been steadily
growing.
"It's increased [in popularity]
within the last two years with the
number of events, programs, leesystems as they become obsolete. Z iegler said. And because
there are more equipment supplie r.; for AC propulsion the supply costs will be more competitive.
The last time the CTA purc hased ra il cars was for the
opening of the Orange Line durmg the 1990s. as well as replactng cars on the Brown and
Yellow lines. Altogether the 256
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tures and films," Orlove said.
Flamenco 2006 runs through
Feb. 24. throughout Chicago.

For more information, visit
www.cervantes 1.orglupcomingev
ents.asp.
cars cost the CTA more than
S200 million.
The CTA will not know the
total cost of the new rail cars
until a manufacturer is selected
through the bidding process.
Delivery of the cars is expe~~'
to begin in 2008.
" Peo ple like to see and ride dp. _
nice, clean rail ca rs,'' Jones saiCf.">
" Improving the rail cars satisfies
pub lic interest."

• • #1 Spring Break Website! Low prices
guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks . Book
11 people, get 12th trip free! Group
./
Discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or www.leisuretours.com or 800838-8202.
Hiring Fun energetic Team members. Drivers
and Supervisors. at Jimmy Johns. Send
resume to jobs@joemoe.net or apply in person at 339 East Grand ave! ask for Nick
Compassionate Woman Needed Do you
want to help a wonderful couple achieve
their dream of having a family? We are looking for caring, compassionate. anonymous
Ch icago egg donors who want to help give
the gift of life. Donors must be 20-29. nonsmoker, and healthy. You will receive $5000
each time you donate PleAse e mail us for
an application (please give us reference
#32) and go to our web site for more information at
www.bulldlngfamilieseggdonation .com
Local business seeks talented individual to
design a simple. clean and professional
website (no nash) plus other marketing components (I.e. emalls, letterhead and business
cards) PArt-time nexlble schedule. If Interested. sond an email to prebll@rcn.com.
Please Include design examples end desired
hourty rate. Thenk you.

SPRING BREAK! FREE INFO NOWI
www.soeyathere.com
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Restaurant Honor Roll
Alderman wants
grades posted m
restaurants
By Eric Kasang
A ssistant City Beat Editor

Chicago restaurants face a barrage o f evaluations ranging from
food critics· reviews to comments
posted on the Internet. Now City
Hall wants to j ump in- only it
will hand out sanitation grades
for restaurants.
Chicago Alderman Edward M.
Burke of the 14th Ward recentl y
submitted a proposal to the city
council's Committee on Li cense
and Consumer Protect:on to
establish an A, B or C rating system. It 's based on the city's
health inspection reviews fo r
restaurants and food establishments.
Donal Quin lan, the media liaison for Burke, explained why the
alderman's office submitted the
proposal.
" It 's a good measure that's
worked in smaller cities [in North
and South Carolina]," Qui nlan
said. "A large city like Chicago
should have a consumer-friendly
measure on the books."
Quinlan sai d the proposed
ordinance would assign a letter
grade based on the health department's score. Similar to school
grades, 90 to I 00 would be an A,
80 to 89 would be a B and 70 to
79 would be a C. The grade
would then be posted in a display
case or window within five feet

of the entrance. An establishment that receives a score less
than 70 could have its license
suspended.
Currently, a restaurant displays
a health department certificate in
their business that shows the
establishment passed the health
department inspection.
Quinlan also sa id the grading
system , and the smoking ban
could be "knitted together" to
help consumer health.
"Second hand smoke ts a health
threat to Chic:ti!O:tns... Quinlan
said. "So are foZ,d-borne illnesses. whi,.-h are \ C:f)' sen ous."
Althou!!h Quinlan said that he
did not know if Burke personally
had r ;; unsanitary eating experience. ;,e noted that Greenwich
Council in London has a similar
program. Alan French, the environmental health manager in
Greenwich wrote in an e-mail
about London's program.
"Greenw ich was the fi rst local
authority in England to introduce
such a (program] where the standard of hygiene in catering premises was publicized on the internet," French wrote. "But now the
UK Food Standards Agency [is]
considering a national (plan]."
Not everyone agrees on letter
grading food estab lishments.
Andrew Ariens, the director o f
communications for the Illinois
Restaurant Association, thinks it
will stigmatize restaurants.
"We think it's a bad idea
because very minimal infractions
could severely drop the score,"
Ariens said. "It's too subjective."
Ariens said thai the current

WEDRESDRY

Phil Ayed, who co-owns Gina's Cuisine, 424 S. Wabash Ave., said the proposal to give restaurants letter grades is fine for the good ones, but bad for the mediocre ones.
health inspection system of
pass/fail is working fine, and the
city shouldn' t fix something that
is not broken. Ariens also said
that Chicago has not experienced
any major food-borne illnesses.
" If you look at the statistics,
there are only very, very few
cases in Chicago," Ariens said.
T he
Illinois
Restaurant
Association, a nonpro fit trade
organization, will fi ght this new
proposal if it's endorsed by the
Committee on License and
Consumer Protection and goes
back to the city counci l for
approval, according to Ariens.
According to the Illinois
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Department of Public Health, 100
to 200 cases of E.coli bacteria
infections occur each year. E. coli
is most often found in undercooked ground beef, but can be
found in other foods as well.
Nationwide, there are about
73,000 E.coli infections a year,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Chicago, however, doesn ' t
keep track of the number of foodborne illness cases.
"A vast number of food-borne
illnesses are unreported," said
Tim Hadac, the director of public
information for the Chicago
Department of Public Health.

Hadac said that most people
don't go to the doctor if they
experience food poisoning, and
many doctors do not test for
food-borne sickness. He also
said that a majority of the cases
involving food poisoning are not
restaurant related. The city will
track any major food-borne outbreaks like salmonella.
However, for a couple restaurant employees, the grading system did not seem like a big deal.
Phil Ayed, who is part-owner· of
Gina's Cuisine, 424 S. Wabash
Ave., said that the proposal is
nothing new from City Hall.

See Grades, Page 23
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Chicago City Council: highest paid overall
Salaries a nd number
of aldermen among
highest in nation

Government
Associatio n,
a
Ch icago-based group that investigates and researches governm ent
waste and ineffic iency. ;,It would
be a maj or change, but I think it
Bv James Ewert
would be som ething that would
Assistant City Beat Editor
benefit more than j ust our pockets.''
Stewart said with fewer alderThe C hicag•J C ity Counc il
spends more on its own salaries me n, each would represent a largthan most other cit ies, according er base of people; which he said
would help in c reating a third
to an analys is o f salar~ fi g ures.
This year C hicago wi ll spe nd party as well.
" Los Angeles gets by fine with
nearly $5 m iil ion of ta xpayers'
money pay ing 4 8 o f its 50 alder- 15 counc il me mbers," Stewart
men $98, 125 a year (two others said . "Granted, they pay them
recei ve $85,000i. according to the more, but their overall counci l
2006 city budget. A ldenn en 's jobs budget
is stil l
less than
include everything fro m a rranging C hicago 's."
With nea rly 800,000 more citifor garbag~ pickup to voting on
zens than C hicago, Los Ang les
citywide legis lation.
Chicago ·s 50 aldermanic wards s pends s lightly more than $2 mill ion on it; counrank second on ly
me mbe rs '
to New York 's
" The more people alder- cil
51 , even though
men represent, the more s alaries, and in
New York has people they II ave to plea.5e, Houston , a city
slightly
more and that means they work with I m illi on
few e r
people
than 5 million
harder, "
tha n
C hicago ,
more people.
the city spends
The expe nsive
-Dick Simpson, U.I.C. $739,970 on its
salar ies
have
professor
and
former
14-person councaused some in
alderman
cil.
C hicago
think
Ald e rman
cond ens ing the
number of wards would combat Burton Natarus of the 42nd Ward
in the central loop said if C hicago
government overspending.
·'Seeing as we are always in reduced the number of wards the
some sort of budget cris is, maybe city would not be able to work as
the city should think about possi- effectively as it c urrently does.
" Y>Jt. end up w ith large districts
bly reducing how many alderme n
we are pay ing," said Jay Stewart, and you can't service the public,"
executive d irector of the Better Natarus sa id. "The idea is to re p-

A CUT ABOVE THE REST

Chicago City Hall, 12 1 N. LaSalle St. , spends more than $5 million dollars each year on aldermen salaries, making the 50 positions some of the highest paid per capita.
issues in a broader sense. Now it
just seems they only worry about
the little things being done in thei r
wa rds because that 's all that really
matters to them ."
Rothkoper said he had no idea
Chicago had so ma ny more aldermanic d istricts than othe r cities.
According to Cens us 2000 data,
Chicago's popu lat ion s tands at
just under 2 .9 milli on people.
With 50 alde rmen, each ward re presents approxima tely 58,000 people . Stewart said reducing the
number of alde rmen to 35 would
put that number at roughly 82,000
people.
"Our taxes keep getting raised
and so do the alderme n's salaries,"
Stewart said. " It 's not hard to do

resent smaller groups so you can
give them a ttention . We have
neighborhood-type districts, and
that's what makes the city work,
because we have 50 janitors."
Gary Rothkoper, a res ident of
C h icago's 26th Wa rd on the
Northwest s ide for 12 years , said
he was very surprised whe n he
hea rd how much the city was
spend ing on its aldermen a nd gove rnment. Rothkope r said conde nsing the number of wards in the
city would make the fewer alderm en work ha rder.
" If [a lde rmen] had more people
in their wards to look out for it
wou ld be a lot d iffe re nt,"
Rothkoper sa id . " With more people they would have to look at

the math- we get rid of 15 aldermen and we save something li ke
$1.4 million. I don 't th ink it's a
far-fetched idea to at least have
the m th ink about. What harm
could it doT
13ennett La wson, spokesma n for
Alderm an Tom Tunney of the 44th
Wa rd, said there is absolutely no
reason to even th ink about reducing th e num ber of aldermen .
Do ing so wou ld cause such a controversy th at more important
issues wou ld get stalled substantially.
·'T he c ity has budget issues just
like any other city, but that doesn 't
mean we have to go out and
redraw the e ntire legis lative map,''
Lawson sa id. " That would be just
too big of a plan to underta ke. I
think the reason behi nd it is relevant, trying to save money, but
C h icago's City Council is one o f
the hardest worki ng legis lative
bod ies in the country. The re is
s imply not a proble m pressing
eno ugh r ight now to warrant such

a measure."
Former alde rman and current
University of Illinois Ch icago professor of polit ical science Dick
Simpson said it is obvious that
there needs to be some son of
c hange in city council. Simpson
said having so many alde rme n
scattered about the city makes for
a more eas ily swayed counci l.
·' T he more peop le al de rmen
represe nt, the more peop le they
have to please, and that means
they work harder," Simpson said.

------------·-····-·········-··················--·---·-··············--·-----------------------------------------------------····r

N.Y.

8,008,218

3,694,820

L.A.

Chicago

Houston

Aldermen (City c ouncil m embers)

51

15

50

14

Salaries

90,000

149,000

98,125

52,855

Residents per c ounc il member

151,025

246,321

51,920

139,545

Population

2,896,016

1,953,631

~~~----------------·~----------~~--------------~~-----------
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On the road again

Good night without the light

On Jan. 20 police officers saw a 50-year-old man
walk into the road at 44 E. Roosevelt Road, trying to so licit funds from passing motorists.
Officers issued the ma n a ticket a fter the s ituation became a hazard fo r both m otorists and the
man.

Employees at Walgreens, 2 E. Roosevelt Road,
called po lice on Jan. 17 after watc hing a 33-yearold man take items off the store's shelf and place
them into a handbag. The offender was detained
unt il officers arrived and searc hed the man . Among
the items in the bag were tools, nightlights and
razors totaling $ 108. The man was placed under
arrest and transported for processing.

ackson 8 d

Seven times in the fa;_c

Waiting for m y kid

Police responded to a fi ght at I007 S . State St. on
Jan. 17 after a n altercation between a 24-year-old
man and an unknown o ffender. The v ictim told
police the offende r a rrived at his reside nce and
punched him seven times in the face, caus ing a
b loody lip a nd a swolle n jaw.

On Jan. 23, a 25-year-old man showed up at a
Jewel parking lot at 1200 S. State St. to pick up his
son. The man to ld police that he has a court order
to see his son on Mondays and Thursdays. His
son's mother, 28, called and told the man that she
was not showing up to drop off the child. Police
fil ed an incident report against the woman.

Q

lncident

Comp iled by Chronicle staff through inf ormation provided by the Chicago Police Department.

CilYBFAT
CTA moving forward
with sideways seats
Alternative powering
and video cameras
also considered
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

Passengers will soon have a
new perspective during their
commute as the Chicago Transit
Authority looks to purchase new
rail cars and boost quality
through its long-term capital
improvements plan.
The CTA asked manufactures
for proposals on new rail cars
with additional features including aisle-facing scats, security
cameras and a new alternatingcurrent propulsion powering
system.
"Ordering the new rail cars is
part of the CTA's commitment to
bring its system to a state of
good repair, attract new customers to the system and provide
the foundation to meet the
increasing demand for service,"
said Robyn Ziegler, a CTA
spokeswoman.
The new rail cars will replace
older models purchased more
than 30 years ago, like the 2200series Budd cars, found on the
Blue Line, as well as the 2400series Boeing-Venol cars purchased from 1976-78, found on
the Green and Purple Lines,
Ziegler said.
Two rail cars were equipped
with aisle-facing seati ng last
year for observation. The CTA
expects to move forward with
the design because it allows for
an additional seven to I 0 passen-

gers per car.
The arrangement increases the
aisle width by six inches, allowing more space for standing passengers, as well as backpacks,
strollers and bikes , Ziegler said.
Each car will still have 39 scats
like the current mode ls, and
there will also be an additional
wheelchair position.
The Campaign for Better
Transit, a coalition of riders and
community organizers trying to
improve the experience of passengers, said there are additional
advantages to having aisle-facing seats.
"People have the abi lity to all
watch each other now," said
John Paul Jones, director of
community outreach. " When it
comes to theft, passengers won ' t
be blindsided."
Ziegler said the CTA always
has safety and crime in mind
when looking for ways to
improve the commute for the 1.5
million passengers who ride the
system every day.
Passengers can use the intercom units to speak with train
operators if the need arises and
passengers can connect directly
with staff though customer assistance buttons on platforms.
"The security cameras will
complement other measures we
have taken to make our rail system safer," Ziegler said.
The new rail cars will also
switch the power that drives the
train from direct-current to alternating-current, a modern solution for powering rail cars that

See CTA, Page 24
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The Flamenco band El Payo performs for a standing room-only-crowd at the Old Town School of
Folk Music, 4544 N. Lincoln Ave. The performance was part of the Flamenco 2006 festival, a
month-long showcase featuring Spanish music, dance, lectures and film.

Baile! Flamenco 06' begins
Annual Spanish dance
and music festival
returns to Chicago
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor

Playing to a standing-roomonly, 425-person crowd at Old
Town School of Folk Music, 4544
N. Lincoln Ave., the band El Payo
helped launch Flamenco 2Q06, a
celebration of music, dance, film
and lectures.
El Payo performed their Nuevo
Flamenco set with tight percussion sounds, lyrics and fingerpicked guitars. Singers Angela
Ponzio and David Gonzalez either
traded lyrics at the microphone or
harmonized.
Clapping drove
many parts of the songs with the
tempo often determined not by

the percussionists, but by the hand
rhythm.
The Old Town School of Folk
Music's presentation is one of the
many events for this year 's
festival.
lnstituto Cervantes Chicago, a
Spanish language and cultural
center, in collaboration with the
Chicago Cultural Center and several other Chicago-based organizations, is hosting Flamenco
2006. The month-long festival is
celebrating the dance and music
of flamenco. Kathi Beste, the
director of the Flamenco Ans
Center, 3755 N. Western Ave.,
explained the origin and meaning
behind the dance.
"There isn't a definitive defmition or lineage of flamenco."
Beste said. " It's a mixture of
Flemish, Arabic [and gypsy]
influences."

Beste said that flamenco originated in Andalusia, a region in
southern Spain. Many of the
cities in this region have variations of flamenco. She also said
that the singing..tliat accompanies
the dance is a "confluence of cultures," too.
Although flamenco is set to a
12-step beat and is structured, it is
also an improvisational dance.
The guitarist will stan with a particular style for the dancer. The
dancer will then branch out on a
cenain beat and improvise a
dance while the musician is playing. Since the performer is familiar with the different flamenco
dances, the spontaneous dance
could go on as long as the dancer
wants. The dancer will then

See Flamenco, Page 24

Greetings fron1 Chicago
Program takes handson approach to
welcoming visitors
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

lillohllf J-kUTrlt ChttJnlcte

Robsrt D&ltp&nl.l, 33, of ChiC8go rldfl& the CTA Brown Lint to
woo . Tnt forw1Jrcj.f801ng Hitting llfranUflmflnt on tt!llntt will
'100Mb& rt rr nged to hiJVt the NIJIII faolng thfl a.llfl. Thfl MW
tr8irft w1h 81110 run on 11 n8W ttt.rn8tlvo J'OW!!f systflm nntl
h!IVfJ Ne~Jrlty camtf!l!l.

Carol Bryant spent the week
planning stops throughout the
city where she would take n
young couple during their visit to
Chicago on Jun. 27 fro m
Maluysiu.
Bryant is umong I XO volun·
leer• with the Chic11go Greeter
progrurn , which puirs visitors to
the urcu with residents 111 1111 c ll'ort
to l!ivc them 1111 inside pcrspct'II Vc
on Home of tho better thin gs
ChicUt!O httN to of1\:r.
Ch lcnjlo ·~ Of1kc of Tourism
sturtcd the free rro11r11n1 111 ~ 011 2
lllld hus Mitll' l' •CCII 1111 IIIC I'l' n Ml" Ill
the IIUII1hcr of pcttplc whtt IIMC II
lit thc1r 111lvunln!l'' O v.-1· 20 lun·
I!UUI!CM III C MllltkCIIIIIII\1111! the Vttl•
untccr•. und the mnllhl't ol vr•i·
tor" doubled frorn l.Otlll lit 4,01111
Ill 1 011~

" It '" k1111l of likl• when you
hnvc 01111ily or l'rlcntls ctiiiiC to
town 111111 you hrln~t thc111 lll'ltlllltl
"' "'l' nil ••r lht• llttlt• thin"~...
WW'N t.olt1111h1.1l ht~11u1 IP' ''"'

Bryant said. "You get to know the
visitors because it's not a guided
group, it's personal."
Visitors must register online a
week in advance so they can be
matched with volunteers based on
what they would like to see and
their nati ve language. So far.
Chicago Greeter has given tours
of dozens of sites and communi-

"II :,· kind tif likt! whm
you ha1•e fam ily or friends
comt' Ill wwn and ym1
hrinx lht!nl armmd to .~et'
all of the lillie thing.\·,"
- CMrol Urytllll, ChlcllllO

Gn•ch•r
11cs thrmrtthollt the d ty Ill vislllll'll
l'wm,•vcry stnhz nnd 53 countries.
Vohmtccrs III'C broken lltiWt\
tnhtnrcns llf cltpcl1i~o 8Ud\ "~ the
lnkcthmt. Chlttutown or rcstnu·
rnnt~ "l'llllt\ll the 11ity. sflld
IJuMhy ('11 111, dlrc~tnr tlf ~um·
mun lcnth1n tor the Ot'flc11 of
l\1url""'·
Wh11n t'hk~l!" tlrc ter w11"
t1r~t C8tnbll~hcd, ll\111\ peopl
MICflpcd 1\ltW"rd nll~thlll tO YOI•

I

unteer because they had experience doing so with other city programs. Coyle said. Since that
time, the progntm has spread by
word of mouth, and everybody
from students to neighborhood
organizers has offtred to help.
" 1 thought it sounded like a
great job." said Bryant, who s111rted si:t months after retiring from
Columbia College. "First of all.
you ~ct illllds of e.'<erei e, tllld you
wulk miles with each visitor:·
For visitors who sian up fut
tours wi thout ~pee ilks ~ · II
wht•rc they w at\1 It> tl"· 81')' 1111
snid sho likes to tak<' 111'\>up·
thl'\lll!lh the L•><>p llct\11~ •·ntt:hitl!
II Omwn Linu trnin Ill O ltl r ,IWI\
llrynnt I'CIIIllnrly tllk,•s 111'\>llll
hl wdl· known tlln··~$ like th•
L>c lnwnrc
lluilllillll·
th·
rhompson ('ent •r. Nil\ ~ I'ICI' ""'
the Orlcntnt Thcntt'\l,
"'rhc lllll.'sl~ nrc rcnlly cnth11s•
n:!tk nu m11ner ' hcrc )'\Ill lit'·
Brynnt $&111. " I think 1ts hclph\ll h
milk t"hlcf111(\ r~ l 111\11'\' tk~in~l\1
tle"tlnMtlon,"
fhc ldc11 hchh11t t'lli~ttt~·
l11"l!et\!t \!11.111\\ lhltll NC\

